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Mrs. Paul Lynn Is
New Chahman Of
Red Cross Volunteers

Thanks te Mr. Ronne Parker
ior tbe Sunflower seed. Mr.
Perker hrough In a great MS
danflower head hill of seed.
We agreed with him that (lbe
of the nick things about powSunflowers is that you pliant
Mrs. Paul (Juanita) Lynn has
them and forget them. A lot
castes to re than Tobsece been appointed Chairman o f
Volunteers for Calloway Counfor instanoe.
•
ty, according to an announce,If we have some luck, we'll ment of the directors of the lehave
bumper on:m of Sunflowers apd the ntznice, the
Jay Birth, the Csirdtnals and
Marian and nandry other birds
enJoY theme.

10. Per Copy
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Calloway County High School
Holds All-Spot Banquet
J. McClure
Dies Friday

Alpha Lambda Delta Calloway County High School
held its annual All-Sports banTaps Five Girls
quet last night at the high
From Murray Area school cafeteria.

came to Murray twelve years
Principal Howard Crittenden
ago, and became a Gray Lady
Five coeds at Murray State served as master of ceremon
ies
by participating in an orientaUnivers
ity from the Murray and he introduced Coach Sonny
Word has been received of
tion class in May,
She has
the death of Johnny McClure, area have pledged Alpha Lamb- Haws of the world champion
worn this uniform, and h a s
formerly of Calloway County, da Delta, national freshmen wo- Paducah Junior College Indians
worked at the hospital and conKentucky
who died last night at nine mn's honorary fraternity, after basketball team.
valescent ward each week since
p. m. in Hill City, South De- qualifying with a 3.5 or better
Night 345-2681
Coach Haws gave a very inthat time. She has taken disasbate. He was 50 years of age. average.
teresting and inspiring talk and
ter training and Home Nursing,
They are: Ada Sue Hutson. also presented- a film showing
McClure had operated a resand worked in the field immedtaurant near the Black Hills Cathy Harris, Judy Kelso, Su- parts of the final game of the
liver wonder whit the interest
iately after the two tornadoes
in South Dakota until his health san Nance, and Martha Nance. National Junior College Basketon our national debt it? Get
which have affected this county.
Miss Hutson is the daughter ball Tournament.
forced him to discontinue ophold of your I. The Interco!
She served as Chairman of Hosending the business.
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutson of
Coach Haws stated that the
#sione is $16 billion dollars a
pital Volunteers for two terms
Mr. and Mrs. McClure came 709 Olive Street. A freshman best word he could find to deyear. The seta* debt is, hold
and of the Convalescent ward
to Calloway County to reside, draina and speech major, she scribe an athlete is CHAMPION
on. 8364,099,816,883.42.
for one term.
but due to his illness had to is a member of Sigma Sigma and he explained this by breakMrs. Lynn was flutrumental
return to the climate of South Sigma social sorority and was ing the word down by its inWe realise this is a foolish
in organizing the recreational
Dakota. They had only left selected "Ideal Freshman Girl" dividual letters.
use, but why doesn't the govservices which are presently
Calloway County two weeks ago. this year.
The C in champion stands for
eminent curtail some of its exMcClure was the son of the
conducted twice a week for patDaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Character, the H stands f or
penditures so this debt can be
Late Mr. and Mrs. Dee McClure James N. Harris of Route 1, Honesty, the A
ients in the convalescent ward.
stands for Atipad
order to eat the
of Calloway County. His father Lynn Grove, Miss Harris is a tude, the M
TO PRESENT RECITAL — Kim Penning
At first, movies were shown and
stands for Man, the
ton,
son
of
intermit being peed inch year?
a. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Fonalagtea, Boat* 3,
operated a ferry here.
games played, but it was disfreshman home economics ma- P stands for Pride, the I stands
Msorroy, will present a piano recital Wednesday. May
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. jor. She has been elected trea- for Inspiration, the
covered that these older citiMay V, 1%9
Mrs. Paul Lynn
7. in the Recital Hall
0 stands for
*The Christian Science Monitor
McClure of South Dakota, and surer of the Home Economic Objectives and
II the Fins Arts Building at Murray State
zens preferred non-denominatthe N stands for
University, beginn- one
says "One of the happiest things cal Red Cross chapter,
TS OF MURRAY AND CALbrother
ional
he
,
J.
at
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Club
p.m.
D.
Penning
for
s
the
McClur
services
ton
1969-70
a
e
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school Nerve.
of
. Preboiler music malor at the
Lester
about the Nixon administretino Nanny, Chairman.
THOSE IN DISTRICT No. I:
isersity. There is no charge and the public is Invited us* Clarksville, Tenn.; one aunt, year.
sently the program consists of
One of the main points exse atis its low-key
he office of Magistrate is not
Mrs.
proach, its abEvie
tend.
a
talk
Taylor
by a minister, and the
Volunteer work is an estabAlso a freshman home econo- pressed by Coach Haws was
of Fancy
sence of boa:dust and clamor- lished custom of Mrs.,
Perm;
important official of your
four
brother, Odie, Fred, mics major, Miss Kelso is the that "being a champion
--Lynn. singing of hymns. Volunteers asis not
ous claiming, its obvious a- Formerly. of Anna.
Sardord, and Dane McClure, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glen as importa
er of the Fiscal Court which
Illinois, the sist in bringing patients who
nt as learning what it
searene
m that these arp serious
all of Calloway County.
county; he is a Justice of the
are not able to walk to the
S. Kelso of Route 1, Lynn takes to be a champion.
*Mei and that the emphasis
Funeral arrangements are in- Grove. A member of the Home
ind enforce the law; he is the
chapel room.
The final item on the agenda
mat be on reopoosible procomplete.
✓ the construction and mainEconomics Club, she will serve was the presenting of trophie
The first major responsibils
-waving
blem
,
not
on
sowing
ustodian of all county properas Its reporter next year.
ity of Mrs- Lynn in her new
to outstanding individual athprejudices and throwing weight
post will be the scheduling of
Miss
Susan
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is
fresha
Three
letes.
coeds from the Murray
eieround. Maybe the Nixon ad. Census
was born in the Faxon corn-0
all Volunteers for the Blood area have been elected
man piano major with minors
Adults
.. 104
Mrs. Outland, girls track
to ofministration will set a stile
The
:y, the son of the late Jack
second
in
voice
grade
Drive
and
Census
vrhich will be held next fices of the Home Economics
'Cello. She is the coach, presented the trophy for
pupils of
Nursery ... 9
which can extract some of the
Hazel
and Mrs. Toy McCuiston of
Element
daughter of Mrs. Doris W. the most outstanding girl on
ary School tried
Admissions, May 1, 1969
Thursday, May 8, at the First Club at Murray State Univer(anion and stress from the
a scientific experiment taken
Pnne Street, Murray. I was
Nance of 1715 Farmer Avenue. the track team to Marsha WLMiss Michelle Corabs, Route Methodist Church.
sity.
eurrent
The
scene".
Faxon
from their Weekly Reader.
Mothers Club will
i on the northeast side of the
A freshman elementary edu- liford.
Paul Lynn is an associate pro2, Benton; Mrs. Marie Manning
meet Wednesday, May 7, at 1:50 cation major, Mrs. Martha
They are: Donna Honchal,
y, attending public schools at
and baby girl, itoute 1, Mur- fessor in the industrial arts deThe trophy for the most outMiss
Connie
We
lbliver, student p.m. at the school.
believe in the right of =T- ray; Mrs.
lawn, McCuiston. P-bttert-min
Nance is the daughter of Mr. standing on the boy's track
limey Strew Route partment of Murray State Uni- vice-president; Cathy Harris, teacher under
Mrs.
one being able to express their 1, Benton;
Crystal
treasur
er;
'axon. I graduated froth Mur
and
and
Judy Kelso, re- Paris,
Mrs. Sylvester Paschall. team was presented to Dennis
Mrs. Norma Boaarth, versity. Their son, Kenneth, is
second grade teacher, This will be the last meeting
spa:Moos. We also believe in 201
Ugh School where I captain.
She resides at 100 Broach.
North 8th Street, Murray; a student at the university. Mrs. porter.
Sears by Coach Billy Nix.
aponsur
ef
ed
the
year.
the
lesson.
All
the
mothers
right
Miss
having
Tolof
anyone
not * Leos /Went, 4605 Dodson Ave., iwnn is active in the Money
Tiger football team my senCoach Roy Cothran presented
'
Int
was
childre
agelated
n
attendi
by
have
David
ng
Mewl
to
school
list=
at
to them or to Murray; Mrs. Barbara
Miss Machul is the daughter
or. My wife, Pay Nell, Is the
Woman's Club and in the First
the
Sanders
trophies in basketball and
,
ell,
Murray
Faxon
are
State
.
nagree
urged
Universi
to
with
attend. All
them.
ty.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Orville.
201 Oliver Street, Paris, Tenn.; Presbyterian Church, where she of Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Honbaseball. The trophy for the
new mothers who will have
•
chul
of
Route
2,
Murray.
eon, 500 North 6th Street,
She
Mrs. Hilda Ward, 214 Wood- serves as Vice-Pr
is
The experiment consisted of children attending
best free throw percentage in
esident of the a sophomore home economi
Karl Prezee's yard is still a
school for
y. Our three daughters. Ra
lawn, Murray; Mrs. Valera Row- Woman'
cs sending up three balloons fill- the
basketball want to Darrell CleaAssocia
first
s
time
tion.
pretty
this
sight.
fall
He
are
and
asked
major.
Mrs.
Fraage 14. Gino, age 12 and
land, Route 2, Murray, Toy
ed with helium. Attached to to come.
ver. Pete Roney received the
me developed a beautiful yard,
age 10, attend the Murray
Brandon, Route 1, Hazel; Mrs.
the balloons was a car in a
trophy
for the most rebounds
The
Austin
Element
Daughte
ary
•
all
r
the
of
way
around
Mr. and Mrs.
the holm, Lou Suiter, Ill South
The first grade teacher, Mrs. School
khools. We live in • new
120 St.,
Parent-Teacher Associa- and Darrell Cleaver also got
James N. Harris of Lynn Grove, plastic bag with directions to Cassity,
and made the back area a parit 702 Payne Street and own
will
have
charge
Murray; Mrs. May Brummett,
of the tion will meet Tuesday, May 8, the trophy for the best field
Miss Harris is a freshman ma- the finder.
ticularly desirable place.
program and will tell some of at 7:30
rms in the county, on all of
300 North 8th Street, Murray;
pm, at the Murray High goal percentage.
joring in home economics.
The
second
grades
were ple- the things that Ore first grade School auditor
we pay taxes and monthly
Baby boy Rowlett, Route 2, DovThe trophy for the best deium.
When
you
ased
plant
and
a
flowering er, Tenn.; Baby boy Lamb,
excited when they study and other important items
ige payments. I am a . memAlso a freshman home econo410
fensive player in baseball was
The women of the Oaks Counkree or Duel, you provide futreceived the card arid a let- that mothers may like to
the First Baptist Church,
South 1011 Street, Murray.
mics
A
special
know
major, Miss Kelso is the
program will be presented to Randy Oliver and
try Club will have their regular
ure generations with a pleas
ter with the balloons from the about your child and their
le Lodge No. 105 and am aft
work presented by the sixth grade. the best offensive player trophy
Dismissals
ladies day of golf on Wednes- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glen finder, Randy Barker of Bur- that they
Iiint sight, long attar you leave
• member of the Murray City'
will be doing.
This will be a play entitled went to Dwain Adams.
Mrs. Thelma Morris, Route 3, day,
S. Kelso of Route 1, Lynn
May 7. at nine a.m.
this earth.
wood, Tenn. The balloons had
This is an important meeting "Children Around the World".
Board. I am a member of
Grove.
Murray; Mrs. Janice Campbell,
travelle
d
approximately
150 for the members of the club as
nerician Legion, VFW, WOW
C-4 Coach Estates Route 1, MurThe slate of officers for 1969Pairings will be made at the
We nonmember the story of the
miles.
well as for new members since 70 will be presented by the nopast Jaycee.
ray; Mrs. Ruby Towery, Route tee. Mrs. Jack Andersen is
aged fellow walking along punthe
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
this is the last one of t h e minating committee.
3, Mayfield; Jimmy Bury, Route golf hostess.
This was a most rewarding
ching holes In the spa ground
ss hiring out to farmers in
school year.
Refreshments will be served
Murray
5.
;
Miss
Donna
Garland
,
eideh his cane and dropping in
A luncheon and fashion show
Women will play softball at experience for the second grade
was employed by Chaneys,
The president urges all inter- and all parents are urged to at107 South 9th Street, Murray;
clasa
mamas. Someone asked him
will
the
be
held
Wrangle
12:15
at
CCC during the depression
p.m. with
rs riding pen Mon
ested persons to attend.
tend.
waist he was doing and he and Mrs. Joan Blubaum, 102 North Mrs. Robert Hendon and Mrs. day at 8 p.m. If you would
lifornia building firebreaks,
like
15th Street, Murray; Mrs. May
lphantI
ng
emanate% The passer- Andrus,
to play ball but haven't paid
I in timber and as a sawmill
108 Poplar Street, Mur- J. E. Garrison as hostesses.
hY laughed and told him that
Reservations for the luncheon membership you can do so Monemployed by Murray Milk
ray; R. W. Key, 504 North 7th
Two traffic accidents were
tadd never live to see the
day.
md later as a retail bottled$
Street, Murray; Mrs. Jennie B. should be made by May 5.
investigated by the Murray Pobase hmat. "I know," the Crouch,
horsedravm wagon. I was
lice Department on Friday. No
Lynn Grove; Mn. Claokl men said, "but my goodAfter serving 44 years
ra Ecirington (To Corn,. Div.)
injuries were reported.
dialdre
n
wall".
th Infantry Division, I was
1405 Hughes, Murray; Mrs. BarThe first occurred at 10:40
ri January, 1948. I returned
a. m. on Story Avenue by the
tie
Cunningham (from Cony.
A passerby asked a hippie on
retail deliveryman and was
Boone Coin Laundry.
Elosboo Comma what time it Div), Route 3, Murray.
Successful in my campaign
Vehicles involved were a
1111141.
ig my four years as Sheriff,
1965 Dodge pickup driven by
"TWeiV4
1
o'clock
" replied the
waiting on the Magistrates'
Robert N. Trcttet, 1501 Dude past 15 years I have been
ley Drive, Murray, and a 1983
An
open
meeting
of Murray the various elementary
"Goiduess," mid the man, "I
mnionwealth Life Insurance
centers portunity to vote for or agains. Ford two door hardtop driven
and Calloway County citizens in the county now."
It wee later than that."
!tors' Burial Association. In6
by Jacqueline Phillips Armthe school tax issue.
was held Thursday night at the
"litn,
it
never
The
gets
student
later
than
s would be transo•ve the some four hundred
strong of Murray Route Four.
The Maryleona Frost Circle,
The
city
resident
Callowa
in
s
the
County
y
that
Court
city
House
around
ported
here,"
mid the hipdirectly to the schools
it is necessary for me to
Police said the Armstrong car
school district will not be votto 'discuss the proposed .schnol instead of havingpie. "Like, when it reaches Mrs. J. W. Stuart, leader, will
larly at least monthly and
to . go long ing on
was going south on the parkthis issue.
tax issue and the merger of runs to the various
twelve o'clock, we Sart all over be in charge of the program at
elementary
ing lot of the Boone Laundry,
the general meeting of the Wothe city and county schopls. centers. Many
Main!"
! I meet all the necessary
students no w
entering Story
men's Society of Christian SerAvenue, and
travel
as
Propert
much
Value
y
as fifteen miles
ius to serve you as Magiscollided with the Trotter truck
Bethel Richardson, chairman
vice of the First United MeNew
an
in
unsigne
d
reachin
letter.
Another
g the elementary cen1,313144s
point voiced in fav- going west on kory
your serious consideration.
of the Murray Independent
Avenue.
is from the general Woodlawn thodist Church to be held Tuesor of the merger was that it is
Damage to the Trotter truck
Board of Education, brought out ters.
day,
May
6,
at
ten
a.m.
in
the
mid Irmo area of the city.
estimat
ed
that
person'
a
s
en as I manage my own. I
prowas
on the right side and to
the point that if the tax issue
Reports were heard regardSeism that the folks in dm Hale Chapel.
A to upgrade the roads and
is passed and a merger is put ing the merger in all parts of perty in the county could pos- the Armstrong car on the right
sibly
"Advent
improve
Giving"
ures
in
will
in
agre bred of some chop
value as much front
purposes, always making*
into effect, that all schools wiil the county and it was felt that
loose, ruining gardeos, be the theme of the program to
andise or service for every
The second collision occurbe changed in one mass move- the main problems were in in- as ten percent. One of the first
things a Drospective buyer asks red at 3:15 p.
etc. They threat* action. Dogs be presented. Others participatnever possible
ment.
m. in the alley
forming
the
people
correctl
y
rewhen interested hi property in beside the Ledger
running boodle in the city have ing will be Mn. Nell Eaton,
.ms and needs of our farm
& Times on
garding the school tax building Murray
become
Mrs.
Richard
and
Lillian
Graves,
problem
a
son
Callowa
said
and
and
Mrs.
would
it
y
we
suCounty,
North
proready to assist you In
4th Street. •
any
bably take longer to build the issue and the proposed merger is "what school district will my
spect that some type of ordi- Samuel R. Dodion, Jr.
Ralph
Gene
McCutcheon,
Plans were discussed to have propert be
new senior high school and the
nance will soon be in the works
y
in?"
yes the revenue due trim
Hale's Trailer Court, Sturm,
materia
assembl
l
ed
to
give
a
concerning the control of dogs. The efecutive board will
vocational school than it would
Hower*, Crittenden, principal driving a 1968 Ford
panel truck
meet at 9:15 am
to build the two proposed grade condensed 'version of what is in- of Calloway
County
High owned by the Ledger & Times,
Peace as required by law
volved.
This
will
made
be
availschools for the elementary stuSchool, said with the large en- was backing out
individual, and in conduct
of the alley
able to persons who wish to rollmen
Meet everyone likes dogs, but
denh
ty• board.
T tse..ei.
t now and more to be and collided with the
ruler.
1966
help in distributing this to citi- anticipated
there are times when you could
for
next year, it Chevrolet two door parked besrl meetings unless prIvicle
'
chairman said zens of the city and county.
Swot one without the sighwas
impossible to accommodate hind the truck in the
it would not be possible to
'ate with any group or inalley, ac• tinge of regret. Like when
the students in meeting the de- cording to the police
transfer the junior high stut and improve the general
Voting
UakWd Press lailensaitAmma
report
they dig in your flower bed,
The Chevrolet is owned by
It was brought out at the mands of the various subjects
dents to the tentatively planned
Of kill your shrubs which
they
they
wish
to
pursue.
Hill
Critten
&
Junior
den
td for gainful employment '
Compton and wes being
high schools at the pre- Thursday meeting that all Re
use as a marker, or running by Unied Press international
sent Calloway County High and publicans and Independents will said the facilities they have are driven by Rickey Dan Hill of
will be to aid in securing i
halter skelter through your
Mostly sunny and warm tofine,
but the building is now
Murray High School buildings be allowed to vote on the tax
Hill that need.
garden. Dogs are fine animals, day and Sunday with high both
Damage to the Chevrolet was
until the new senior high school issue in the May 27th primary, full with no further room to
and talk with as many of 4
but dogs that run loose with days 80 east to 87 west Pair
on the front end, and no
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and that any person who lives add more classes.
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an utter nuisance.
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truck.
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his sincere statement and
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of Calloway county- Schools, trict will be allowed to vote on
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
special education could be ofid responsibilities of this
said regarding the transporta- the school taxvissue also.
ordinance we spoke of will The U.S. Weather Bureau here
fered to the gifted children, the
Itpaign, I will gladly make
tion of the elementary students
most probably make it manda- today issued the following foreDouglas
Shoemaker,
Cal- mentally handicapped children,
to the proposed new grade
tory that anyone having a dog cast for Churchill Downs and
loway County Court Clerk, told plus, with the new facilities for
schools in a three mile radius
must either keep it chained, in vicinity, site of the 95th runnthe Ledger & Times that each the vocational school, for chilof the city limits of Murray
the house, or under control by ing of the Kentucky Derby:
voting machine in the city dis- dren wishing to pursue a- vocawhich
some method.
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STRIKING PRISON GUARDS ORDERED BACK
The-Calloway County Riding
Mostly sunny and warm toDemanding
will be equipped )* the tional field.
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by state • authorities: "This is
higher pay, "mourning" guards at the stat,c penitent
Club- will meet Tuesday, May
day, high 94. Humidities in the
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voting of this issue. The electThe
Callowa
y
County
Board
my thinking: Time will be shortThere are many things we have 40s, and winds southerly at 10
Columbus, Ohio, walk a picket line outside the old struc6, at 7:30 p.m. at the City Hall
er in transporting pupils to a ion officials will be on hand to said it is the board's stand that,
to put up with, but loose dogs to 14 mph. Chance of rain "if
ture. ttopi and National Guardsmen arrive lower
Plans for the Horse Show in
assist
report
to
my
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the
person
vote
for the- proposed
who lives in
cap he controlled
merged system than the time
June
for duty. A court inAinction ordered the strikers hark
will be made All mern-oo,,
only 3 per cent.
the
city,
but is in the county school tax of fifteen cents was
taken tb transport the pupils to
•
tiers are especially urged to atschool district. to have the op (Contin
ued on Page Eight)
tend.
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Ingrid Hasn't Changed After 20 Years
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Life Of A
Professor
Dangerous

Murray Girls
Are Honored

ADMISSIONS
Several Murray girls have r
By AIDAY WHEW
coolly been elected to offices
Mrs,
Central Frees .Associorson
EllsabethAPrice, Rte, 1,
at Murray State University,
Hardin; Mrs. Jane Duncan, Rte.
Correeposilent
NATIONAL REPRXISENTATIVill: WALLACE WITMIR 00, INS
Miss Kay Pinkley daughter
1, Dexter; Mrs. Beverly Young,
Madison Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.; TUne è LIfe Bldg, New York N.Y. HOLLYWOOD-Ingrid BergMr. and Mrs. L. K. Pinkley
man is In front of the Holly1307 Peggy Ann Dr., Murray;
By DICK WEST
Eitapheneon Bldg, Detroit. Was.
813 North 200, Murray, has
wood cameras for the first time
Mrs. Florence Jane Rowlett, Rte.
Intend at the Post Offlea. Murray. Kent:oda. for transmission as In 20 years. The last time
WASHINGTON UPI. At aparty elected as secretary of
we
2, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Bertha
flecand Clem Matter
talked to her was on the set of
Lee Beane, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. the other evening I noticed &gro- Organisation at Murray StateUtt•
"Joan of Arc." The studio
BUBEICLPTION RATIES. By Carrier in Murray, per week Mg.
Joan
Blubaum, 102 No. 15th St., up of women gathered around an iversity.
per
Month s1.52 In Catioway and adjoining counties. per year. WO; where it was filmed, the Hal
Murray; Mrs. Judy Mathis, Rte. obviously distraught lady who
Roach
lot,
has since been razed,
Zones 1 &3, $13.00, Elsewhere $14.00. All service subscriptions SSA&
5, Benton; Vernon Lofton, Rte, was twisting a handkerchief in
Miss Linda Brownfield, di
and the studios standing are
7, Benton; Mrs. HermesShackel- her hands.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brown.
making
films much the same
"The Geiteiaseing Carle &ma of a Cemmaisky le the
Edging past them on my way field, of Route 1, Murray, has
ford, New Concord; Mrs. Kathway they were doing it 20 years
lategritp of Me Nemmaper
leen Becker, & Baby Girl, 26 Or- to the bar, I overheard part of been named as representative*
ago! Ingrid has found little
change in Hollywood. And Holchard Hgts. , Murray; Jerry D. the conversation.
of the senior class for student
SATURDAY - MAY 3, 1969
lywood has found little or no
Duncan, Rte, 1, Murray; Mrs. "The worst part is not know- council at Murray State Univera
change in her.
Vera V. Smith, Dexter; Master ing," the lady was saying. "I say.
She looks 20 years younger
Ronnie Outland, Rte, 2, Murray; kiss my husband goodbye in the
than her 52nd birthday.
Master Karl Thorn, Rte. 1, Mur- morning never knowing whether
Miss Barbara Lynne Brown,
The dramatic Swedish actress
ray; Mrs. Shirley Lamb, 410 So, I will ever see him again. Each
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
two-time Oscar winner. "Gas10th St., Murray; Baby Boy Chum. time the telephone rings I die
M. Brown of 318 Woodlawn, Mar.
light" and "Anastasia"---is playbier, 1604 Olive, Murray, Jeff a thousand little deaths.
ray, has been chosen as secreing her first, complete comedy
McKeel, 106 So. 12th St., Murray;
tary of the senior class at Murrole. (She and Cary Grant tossThe first performance of a new composition by Prof. David
Asks Identity
Armon W. Dowdy, Rte. 1, MurJ. ed off a few funnies in "Notoriray State University.
Gowans will be presented tomorrow at the Festival of Contem
ray; Mrs. Bertha Jones, WestMiss Rita Ann Hurd, daughter
porary Arts at Murray State College.
sought
1
out the hostess and
view Nursing Home, Murray;
• • •
of Mr. and Mrs. H. Harvey Hurd,
The Woodmen Circle Juniors of Murray made a trip by charter
Mrs. Onie Cleaver, 712 Murray asked who the lady was.
IN "Cactus Flower," Ingrid is
Jr. of 1713 Wells Ext., Murray,
ed bus Saturday to the Mammoth Cave National Park.
"That's Grace Englemark, poCrt., Merray;. Mrs. May Andrus,
playing the role Lauren Bacall
has been selected as "Dream
E. B. Holston, had of the agriculture departmentat Murray
thing,"
or
the
hostess
said.
"Is
1081aoplar, Murray; R, W. Key,
Stat got raves for on Broadway for
Girl"
of Pi Kappa Alpha FraterCollege, and Jim Walston of the Ryan Milk Ctanpany are
her husband a test pilot?" "No,
more than a year. When we vis504 No. 7th St., Murray:
pictur
nity.
walt a group at the annual FFA Field Day recently held
ited
he's
an
Mies
English
Bacall
professo
backsta
That
r.
durge
Ingrid
Bergman
finds
somethin
g to smile about
at in
Miss Pinkley is a member of
ing the run, she left no doubt but
college.
Is he surrounded by that group
as she chats with our own Army Archerd.
DISMISSALS
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority and a
that she wanted desperately to
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Wilson of Grandview announce the engagem
men
of
over
by
the
buffet table."
ent return to
The third leading role in the Flower."
Hollywood in the film
of their daughter, Mary Lou, to Glen B. Gibbs, son of Mr. and
He was a short, middle-aged member of Sigma Delta honorary
Gordon Greenup, Rte. 1, Do.
Mrs. version of the play, but she film is playm) by television's
ehysical education fraternity.
Miss
Bergman
Virgil GOolos of Murray Route One.
still acts very ver, Tenn.; Master John
George, chap with a tweed coat, goatee
safely foretold that, as always, Goldie Hawn, who portrays modest about herself and her
During her 'two years at MSU,4
and
pipe.
Box
301,
Murray; John Elliot,
Hollywood
would
give the Walter's mistress!
success. She gave a cocktail
Kay
has been a freshman cheer"I've
been
lucky so far," he
Rte 3, Murray; Noble Wilkerson,
Further proof that Miss
movie role to someone other
party recently in the bungalow
leader and Batallion Sweetheart;
Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Clara Stu- was saying when I joined the
than its originator. The classic Betgman hasn't changed was at the Beverly Hills Hotel
and
She is also a former Homecomexample, of course was "My evident when we knocked on because of the rainstorms she bblefteld, Rte. 1, Almo; Mrs, group. "Fred Tyson, an authoriing Queen and a former Miss KenFair Lady" going to Audrey her dressing room door and was worried if anyone would Thelma Emerson, 1307 W. Main ty on Chaucer who has the office
tucky.
found
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being
coached
by
next
to
Hepburn
mine,
got his the other
instead of Julie AnLEDGRII, a TIMES VILE
show up. Can you imagine any- St., Murray; Mrs. Mary Louise
Miss Brownfield Is an English
Ruth Roberts- who had first
drews
one not attending a party to Steele, 1626
Miller, Murray; day. It could just as easily have
met her 30 years ago when she
and history major. She Ls a memwhich you'd been Anvited by Mrs. Edmona Spann, 502 So. been me."
The male lead is played by
arrived to star in David 0.
,What happened?" someone ber of Alpha Omicron PiSorority
"
Walter Matthau. In the legitiIngrid Bergman?
2nd St., Murray; Mrs. Irene
A tour of the 011ie Tidwell farm has been arranged for May6
aelznick's 'Intermezzo." Rutth,
and also a member of the Intermate road company .It was
asked.
Co/lie,
1410
Payne,
Murray;
Mrs.
waif hiretthr
for an estimated crowd of 350 people. It is sponsored by the Bank played
thaihiednational Relations Club. Linda
by Hugh O'Brian, who ish
"He was barricaded in a clas
INGRID
was
pleased
Geneva
McCage,
by
our
Rte.
1,
Murray;
accent-e
nd le still trying
of Murray, Peoples Bank, and Dees Bank of Hazel.
also wanted to nab the film
plans to tour in Europe this *
comment
s
room
about
for
nearly
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youthful
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hours.
Mrs.
Finato
Dorothy
do
Lamb,
it!
Rte. 2, MurAna Jones, daugtter of Mr. and Mrs. Toy Jones of Dexter, is version. Matter of fact, he
summer with a group of students
However, there is a difference looks. Any beauty hintalor the ray; Walter R. Jones III, 811 No. lly escaped through a window
valedictorian and Lena Pearl Tbweatt, daughter of Mrs. George agreed to play "Cactus Flower"
ladies?
Seerets?
"I
wash
my
when the provost appeared out from MS1.1.
in Ingrid in "Cactus Flower."
8th
-St.;
Murray;
Vernon
Loften,
Lag of Dexter, is salutatorian of the graduating (-lass of Hardin at the Huntington Hartford
Miss Brown Is an elementary
In addition to the comedy, she face with soap and wilier." she Rte. 7, Benton; Mrs. Grace
Jo- front with a court order against educatio
Sigh School.
Theater in Hollywood only so
n and history mayor. She
dences some pretty wild frog. smiled, "and maybe' a little nes, Rte: 2, Hazel;
further
occupati
on
of
the
buildMrs. MariBirths reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rondall Burt on that the film's producer would swim, watusi.
Is a band majorette and is also
etc. And she's de- cream before going to bed. I lyn Barrett & Baby
Boy,
Rte,
iieggiengies4init, lighted
April 26, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.Itturice Haityan caltpril 27.
sastea..--e
se-sestne-hatesh but I don't
-160
a former president of Alpha Omi-6tIehrteirants of
Murray; Mrs. Julia Fox &
Commander R. W. McElrath of the United States Navy arrived movie.
Beverly Hills Hotel by practic- tint or dye it. I drink and I 5,
cron Pi Sorority.
• • •
Takes
Courage
Baby
Girl,
Rte,
smoke
1,
and
Dover,
I don't get all the
Tenn.;
this week for a visit, with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Mcing these dances Ito Beatles'
Miss Hurd has also been seleWE saw Hugh do it-quite
sleep
Arthur
I'd like. I guess my parPerry, 708 So. 3rd St.,
Elrath. He has been stationed at San Diego, California.
records) with her bungalow
well, but once again the pro"I sure admire your guts,' cted as "outstanding member"of
door wide open. "Because:* she ents just gave me a good, Murray; Connie W. Magness, 1
Delta Omega chapter of Alpha
ducer had different ideas. As a
11/
1
2 W. Main St., Murray; Will another man said. "It must tak
explained. I get so hot danc- healthy body."
matter of fact, Mike Frankoa lot of courage for you faculty Omicron PI Sorority.
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Miss Bergman continues her lam C. Caldwell, Rte, 1, L
vich. who is the producer. adDuring her three years at
• • •
Hollywood lareer with "A Walk vine; Mrs. Altee Lockhart, Rte members to keep venturing onto
mitted to us there were many
the campus day after day, know Rita has been "Sweetheart of
WHILE the role doesn't re- In the Spring Rain" next, co- 1, Murray:
executives who even frowned on
ing that at any moment you might ROTC", secretary of the sophquire that she be expert in the starring with Anthony Quinn
the idea of Miss Bergman doing
omore class, secretary of studance, we'll bet she will be. Any- And then she insists on going
be seized as hostages."
comedy.
MOM* a TIMES FILM
,
thing she does in connection home to her children. Roberto
Englemark calmly lit his pipe, dent council, and one of the ten.
Matthau laughed at this non- with her career, Miss
Bergman Jr. and twin daughters Isabella
the very picture of steel - nerv best dressed Murray coeds.
sense. "Why shouldn't she be studies intensely --a perfectio
NEW SERVICE
n- And Ingrid.
In addition Rita finds time to
ad insouciance.
able to do comedy?" he asked. 1st.
SPALDING, England (UPI)
7 -My family (2016103 first." she
Porter Dick, age 72, Buck Lee, age 82, Ben Parrish, age
"After awhile," l& comment- help others. She is in We Stu78, "After all, she is an actress,
Ingrid is delighted to be back wants it nown. She is married Because so many tourists fell
J. L, Coctu-um, age 84, and Mrs. J. Fred Schofiel
ed philosophically, "one becom- dent Nurses Association, acts
d are the deaths isn't she?" He recalled when he in Hollywood - although she to
Lars Schmidt, Swedish pro- into an ornamental pool here
reported this week.
es accustomed to living with dan- as a big sister at the Paradise
was doing straight roles on Was in Los Angeles last year: ducer.
installed
village
quick
He
a
is her third husband. the
The two story 14 room residence of Mrs. Mayme Ryan Hughes, Broadway, producers would say for
ger. It gets to be partof the job." Friendly Home, and helps in
the stage version of "Morel the previous having been Dr. clean and press service.
an edifice construction in 1899, burned, totaling a loss to
He nodded in the direction of other phases of campus and cobuilding to him, "If you could only play Stately Mansions" at the Music Peter Lindstrom, with whom
"They seem to get too en•
and furniture of nearly $15,000.
comedy. kid." Then, after he Center, she lived downtown and she
his
wife, who was still twisting mmunity life.
had a daughter, Pia, a tele- grossed in taking photographs
Ruth Phillips, Marjorie Wall, Frances Sledd, G. W. Gardner made his success in comedy, saw little of Hollywood. Now, vision comment
ator in San and don't see the lake," a her hanky.
, they'd
tell him, "We're looking she says she's renewing old Francisco. and
Charles Mason Baker, Dan Hutson, Fred Shultz, and
"Sometimes," he continued,
next wed to Ro- spoiesman said, explaining why
Hal Kingias for a
'dramatic Walter Matt- friendships and making new berto Rosselini
are members of the cast of the play, "Tildy Ann", to
. the father of 20 people fell into the pond "I think those of us who are in
be presented hau'."
friends
with
those
by the junior class of Murray High School,
in "Cactus her other children.
last year Now victims will be the thick of it have an easier
Mr. and lira. Waylon Rayburn announce the birth of a
son, John
-handed a pair of overalls and a time than those who are forced
Michael, born April 27 at the Mason Hospital.
cup of tea while their clothes to remain on the sidelines, Grace
knits bookmarks for me and othare dried.
erwise tries to keep her mind
occupied. But I know she worries
a lot."
•
Another guest asked "do you
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
UNDERGOES EXAM
have any special instructions in
case your office is Invaded?"
"Our orders are to reveal
Be not even:ease of evil, but overcome evil with
NEW YORK UPI - Jerry Koos- only our
good. -Remain 12:21.
names, course numbers
man
of
the
New
York Mets pitch- and degrees, and
The most satisfactory way to rid our rives Of evil is EDITOR'S NOTE-This is the
try to make
denly slid to a virtual stand- ing staff was to undergo
a thorou- contact with the Red
first of two articles
to fill hie so full of worth-while activities that there
Cross."
still. Unemployment in 1967 gh examinat
ion
on
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shouldBy
hlOODAAP
I SK1.AREW1T1
jumped four-fold over the year
will be no room for the bad.
er today. He "felt something
Centre' Press Associatios
before. The set-back didn't last
Correspondent
long, but disquieting signs of snap" in the fifth inning of TuesFRANKFURT, West GerFINALLY CAUGHT
unrest were detected. The next day's game with the Montreal
many --About the time PresiKNARESBOROUGH, England
time, they could boil into the Expos.
dent Nixon announced plans to
(UPI)- Diane Morrell, 4, eludopen.
visit Europe earlier this year.
ed police for three months but A SLEEPY FIREMAN
West Germany's great orthe Russians and the East Gerher luck ran out Tuesday.
ganized labor force, for examDwyer, Des Moines, Itoislit,
man regime also began to haDoreen Morrell, her mother, Fire Department
ple, is hardly liktly to remain
dispatcher,'
rass road traffic into West Bercaught the girl dialing the po- looks tired as
passive in times of economic
he mans the
lin, The Communists used the
crisis. "Our unions ordinarily
lice and marched her to the sta- switchboard,
tactic in an effort to disrupt or
where he has
aren't inclined to strike," points
tion to apologize.
been working around - the
even force cancellation of the
- .1
out a German businessman. But
The
police
switchboard a t clock, with
election there of a new West
only catnaps,
this doesn't mean they aren't
nearby Preston Farm has been since
German president.
about 300 firemen went
militant. Nationwide walk-outs,
amped with anonymous calls on
The mini Berlin crisis drew
strike April 28. The deHI
such as those that ripped
- sometimes 10 a day - for
so much attention that results
partment is being manned
France last spring, wouldn't
the past three months.
of the election itself were alby supervisors, voluntee
find German labor alone, either,
rs,
Today Mrs Morrell moved
most overlooked when it came
it's held.
police, national guardsmen.
the
off in early March. Yet, the
telephone to • higher
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election was of considerable
shell.
GERMAN students theme days
significance even though the
are a source of major trouble.
job of president in this country
Student clashes with police
is mostly ceremonial.
have been growing in number
Winner in the electoral vote
and intensity, particularly in
Wilf Dr. Gustav Heinemann. a
Hamburg and Frankfurt. Signs
69-year-old Socialist. And he is
Dr. Gustav Heinemann
calling for strikes and antithe fitit Socialist to hold the
government demonstrations
office in Germany since early many Germans. While the country hasn't undergone any re- festoon fences around new ofin this century.
fice building
projects near
The political alliance that cent internal turmoil, this
Frankfurt's busy West-East
brought Heinemann to power doesn't at all mean it's some- commerc
ial center. Student actimatt; long shadows before it. how immune to domestic woes.
vists are almost certain to supDr. Heinemann's Social Demo- Quite the contrary. "Below the.
port labor to. make any future
cratic Party, with the backing surface are many dangeroes
general strikes violent as well
of the liberal Fret.Democratic pressures," says one prominent
as disruptive.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
Party, could team up in the Frankfurt economist.
One direct political conseDON'T FORGET YOUR GIRDLE, DEARIE - -"Armed" with new
One
autumnal national elections to
condition that could re11:00
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. for Church Hour
quence of such a sequence of
"weapons," seven San Francisco' police officers are wearing
put a Socialist in as chancellor. lease
potentially
disruptive
lipstick, wigs, dresses and maybe girdles in a fight against
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forces, one hears, is the inevi-- economic events could be a
boost for West Germany's Somolesters. Officer Joe Mello ii applying his lipstick.
HOPING FOR mIRAcut--cynTHAT West Germany cduld table end,to the present era of
experience such a swing to the unbridled national prosperity. cial Democratic Party ISPDI thia Lynn Burt Fabian, 19,
which
consider
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"proleft comes as a surprise to most As long as West Germany conand her husband, Steven FaAmericans. The U.S tends to tinues to enjoy full employ- gressive. "At the present, it bitin 'III, will start a houseshares
what's
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called
a
grand
view West Germany as a con- ment, high wage scales and an
coalition with the more con- hold following their honeyservative bastion of political absence of lnflatI, the nation
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Its neighbors.
quil.
Social Union (CSUi parties. 50 wedding date was moved
France has frequent and
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Opposing them until the March up. after doctors found
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sometimes violent political upshe
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lung tumors resulting
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ful Communist party, ta even ploymen
t and rising prices,
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was removed a year
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consequences
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Which Way Now, West Germany?
Does Election of Socialist Show Trend?
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t Honored
era' Murray girls have r•-1
been elected to oracle
nay State University.
IS Kay Pinkley daughter of
Lod Mrs. L. K. Pinkley of
orth 20th, Murray, has beemf
id as secretary of Studiati
death= at Murray State Us,
'
ltv,

a

is Linda Brownfteld, &ugh-.
f Mr. and Mrs. Ray Browne
of Route 1, Murray, bas
named as representative
e senior class for student
11 at Murray State Univer-

ss Barbara Lynne Brown,
tter of Mr. and Mrs. James
rown of 318 Woodlaivn, Mtg.
has been chosen as
of the senior class at
tate University.
is Rita Ann Hurd, daughter
and Mrs. H. Harvey Hurd,
f 1'713 Wells Ext., Murray,
been selected as "Dream
' of Pi Kappa Alpha Frateris Pinkley Is a member of
Omicron Pi Sorority and a
oer of Sigma Delta honorary
cal education fraternity.
ring her ,two years at MSU,
las been a freshman cheer.
r and Batallion Sweetheart::
s also a former Homecom-g
teen anda former Miss Kenss Brownfield Is an English!
istory major. She Ise memI Alpha Omicron P Sorority
aso a member of the Inter.
nal Relations Club. Until
to tour in Europe this 111
ner with a group of students

tau.

ss Brown is an elementary
ttion and history major. She
tend majorette and is also
mer president of Alpha OmiPi Sorority.
ss Hurd has also been seleas "outstanding member" of
Omega chapter of Alpha
:ran Pi Sorority.
ring her three years at MSU,
has been "Sweetheart of
C", secretary of the soph*e class, secretary of stucouncil, and one of the ten.
dressed Murray coeds.
addition Rita finds time to
others. She is in the StuNurses Association, acts
big sister at the Paradise ,
idly Home, and helps in 11/
phases of campus and conity life.
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Murray State Puts Five ON
All-America Rifle Team

Five members of the Murray was Bill Kadin with the high
BRISTOL, Tenn. — All-Pro
State University rifle team have season varsity average (272) and
LETTER OF INTENT
footballer Carroll Dale, who has
been named to the National Rifle varsity season high match (287).
been doing a lot of sprinting himASSOCEatiOn's All -American Rif- Kaelin is a junior busine
ss and
self with the Green Bay Packers
le Team.
math major from Pompans BeaJAMAICA, N. Y, UPI - Ke
in the National Football League
Named was Robert Arledge, ch, Florida.
Joyce, 6-3 basketball star a Rober Estes, Ernie Vande Zanduring the past few years, will
Jack Vied, Fredonia, KentucArchbishop Molly who was on de, Bill Beard and Rhonda Roth- ky, won the ROTC
be the honorary starter at the
pistol team
of the most sought - after hig rock.
Springnationals drag meet at the
award for the season's highaverBy MILTON RICHMAN
started pressing a little,
trying school players, has signed
Bristol International Dragway
Arledge, last year nation's top age (270). Paula Horn had the
for that extra Case hit, and
UPI Sports Writer
when letter of intent with the Univer- collegiate shooter, Vande Zande, women's high season
June 6-7-8.
match scoyou press, you don't relax
the sity of South Carolina,
Dale, a tight end whose evasand Estes were on last year's re with 264.
NEW YORK UPI - Sitting on way you should. I think
that's
ive sprint pass patterns has re- the sideli
All-Amerfean team.
The Murray State marksmen
nes gives a man some what has been wrong ig) to now."
sulted in him becoming one of
The five Murray shooters re- won their respective leagues.
extra time to think.
Don't worry about Lou Brock
.
the best pigskin-grabbers in the
present one-fourth of the twenty The rifle team had a 7-0 record
0. J. Simpson is getting plenty He's like Yaz, Pete Rose,Rober
pro game, will see a lot of
member NRA All - American In the Ohio-Kentucky Rifle
Makes Scents
of extra time from Ralph Wilson, to Clemente and Tony Oliva.
LeagToo
different kind of sprinting at
team. Each year the NRA desig- ue, and the pistol team ended
owner of the Buffalo Bills, so good a natural hitter to stay
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)
in
the Springnationals.
nates
ten
shoote
rs to the first the season with an 11-1 record
he's mulling over many things a slump forever ....
This year's Kentucky 11-rby re- team and ten to the second team. in the Mid-Wes
Several hundred drag racers
t Intercollegiate
he never gave much thought to
from all parts of the country
Ken Still, winner of the Citrus cord book issued by Churchill Selections are based on individu- Pistol League. The pistol team's
before.
Downs has been chemically al accomplishments during the league loss was
are expected to take part in the
to Ohio State
Like the professional football Open, says he has seen most of
prestigious Bristol event, conthe baseball players on the golf treated to give off the aroma shooting season,
University.
draft.
sidered one of the top drag racof
mint
-- ingredient of mint
The announcement was made
0, J, says he has discovered course and that the longest hitter
ing meets in the world.
juleps served at the Downs on at the Murray State rifle an
that some people feel it's con- among them is not Mickey ManDrag-way President Larry Capistol team awards banquet.
trary to the constitution and anti- tle, as is generally supposed, Derby Day.
NOT SERIOUS
rrier has not limited himself
The book also bears an ilSharp shooting Rhonda Rothtrust laws of the land. Simpson but Sandy Koufax, who as a hitter
DERBY, England (UPI) -to just brawny talent, however,
doesn't come right out and de- in baseball, was lucky to get one lustration of a mint Julep -- rock won four awards. They we- "Don't play with
the girls," the
he has lined up the current Miss
made with Kentucky bourbon re High Freshman Average in the
KENTUCKY DERBY Festival Queen Melinda Milliken gets
clare he feels the same way out of the infield.
Football soccer Association of
whisk
acquainted with Top Knight, one of the
Tennessee, Brenda Joan Seal of
y,
Ohio
powde
Kentuc
red
ky
Leagu
sugar,
e (277 of Derby
And in that golf-baseball conncrushed
favorites, during
himself
yet.., but he does
told athletes Tuesday.
Kingsport, and Miss Bristol Intworkout time at Churchill Downs in Louisv
have this...to say about the im- ection. Ted Williams firmly be- ice and bruised mint -- on the 300), high score in women's com- The ban was issued
ille.
to stop
ernational Dragway, Miss Donna
petition (285), high women's ovlieves each putt in golf should cover.
passe with Wilson:
soccer players from playing exAllen of Knoxville, to makeappeerall
avera
ge
(280.3
cc.
count
6),
and
a
high
half
stroke instead of a
"Say I majored in medicine
hibition games with girls who
arances, too.
freshman overall average (280.at school, came out a doctor full one.
are not allowed to play in asDale, who made All-American
36).
Rhond
a is a home economics sociat
I'm not so sure about that. Dies
and then the American Medical
ion matches.
Hard
at Virginia Tech after an illus- Associ
major from Hayward,California.
ation said I had to go to They don't count a safe bunt
"We play for charity. It's ridtrious high school career at Wi- Utah
NEV.
Roger
Estes,
librar
half
y
(111
a
/I)
scienc
hit,
-Few
do they? Bid then
e iculous to take the games serbecause more doctors are
se, Va., was one of the chief neede
d in Utah, otherwise I coul- when was the last time Ted unwanted sports practices have major, Arlington, Virginia,,was iously," answered Lynne Fretti,
reasons the Packers had been dn't practi
been
honor
ed
so
for having the highest 19.
long in dying once they
ce. For me, it's turn- Williams ever had anything to
able to dominate pro football in ing out
were outlawed as the spitball average in the Ohio-Kentucky Rifto be just the same in do with a bunt?
recent years. The Packers slipp- footba
PITCHER OPTIONED
The Pittsburgh Pirates look a mainstay of baseball that was le League (282) and Murray Stall."
ed tack to earth last year, but
te's high season average (283).
Hold on a minute there, 0. J. real snazzy traveling around in ruled out in 1920.
Dale had another fine season.
Ernie Vande Zande, 20-yeerSo popular were its _practiIt's true, doctors are too big and their gold sports coats, goldNATIONAL LEAGUE
old sophomore accounting major; MINNEAfOLLT
During the off season, Dale Important
tioner
and
NEW YORK UPI - Joe Nemeth
s;
that
-black
the
stripe
-171—
d
ties
eacTin
and black
g spii
to make house calls
DA" pri
r Pct: 94.
is so busy trying to make more has been living in Bristol, where anymore, but name the last doc- slacks which the club has suppli- ball pitchers were permitted to Alexandria, Virginia, had the hi- Relief pitcher Dick Bates was ophe
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building?
You should . Howard Hawkins
and Webster Smith are getting
ready to defend their U. S. championship soon.
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Fla.,U. S. shuffleboard summer
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Blankers Koen and Dave Sweeney Schriner?
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The sale of king crab meat
earns Alaska more than $14
million a year, says the National
Geographic.
•• •

A small concrete marker near
Lucas, Kan., designates the GeoAttic Center of orth America.

Mrs. Dan Hutson Is Guest Speaker For
Calloway High Beta Club Banquet
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The annual Calloway County James respectively.
High School Beta Club Banquet
Cynthia Cooper, Sheila Erwin,
we.
at the Holiday han on Kest McCuiston, and Kevin
Thursday
,
April 17, at 6:30 p.m. Cooper sang two musical selectCenmeretee ter 1969 Charlie Ball —
tree; left to tight
The theme of the banquet.
Mrs. NM Newton, do:erotism; Mrs.
ions and Kathy Stubblefield inPAIN, Tibia preeremu
Footprints in the Sends of troduced
Alis. Dee Ow*,resermelena; beck row,
the speaker, Mrs. Dan
Mrs. John Penises.
TIM!, and the colon of the
Hutson. Mrs. Hutson gave an
mitrener Mrs. Kee Narvik pshielles Mrs. Charles
club,
black
/deicer.
and
regold,
were Car, Interesting talk concerning the
treekennein Mrs. Rob lbw. tromuner.
DEAR ABBY: Eved\Sunday ow mother
serves'dimmer
ried out in the decorations. The generation gap and the future
between 12:30 and 1:00. Recently, certain
centerpiece consisted of yellow of today's Betas.
relatives have been
coming to visit us at exactly that time. Before
and white chrysanthemums and
we know it, they
have their coats off and they stand there.
yellow snspdragans. Yellow canPresident-elect Danny ChapNaturally, Mom ado
them to stay for dinner. They have six
dles, decorative place cards and man recognized this year's Senin their family and we
have seven in ours. What kills or is that they
black cut outs representing foot- ior Beta boy and girl, Vicki
know perfectly
Plans for the fourth annual
well that we have our Sunday dinner around
prints with the words "hones- Hopkins and Kent McCuiston
Selweday, May 3
charity ball to benefit the Calthat time.
A Derby Day dinner dance ty" and "integrity" lettered on
The officers for next year
Abby, we are writing die for our Mom
because she is sick 'oway County Mental Health. will be held
at the Calloway than were arranged on the are Danny Chapman, president;
I sweet, kind-hearted perms Ste wouldn't
Clinic
are
well
under
way.
The County Country
say asythieg to Met
Ruth Ann Barrow, vice-presiClub fona tables.
their feelings, hut feeding SIX extra people
every Sunday is event, sponsored by the Mur- seven p.m. to one a.m. The dindent;
Carolyn Venable, recordgetting too much for her. Can you give us a
ray Woman's Club, will be held ▪
Following the invocation by ing secretary; Cynthia Cooper,
solegioo?
will be catered by the
at the Calloway County Coun"Home of Grace" and nemie Jimmy Emerson, the president.rcorresponcling secretery; Mik
MOM'S KIDS try Club June
7, from nine to will be
by the Four C's. Mike Vkil Hopkins, welcomed the Kline and Donnie Peal, treasur' DEAR KIDS:"Slidag down at a table
one.
Our 13 every Sourdey.
reservations by May S with guests. They included Mr. and ers; Betsy Riley, reporter; Paul
especially wine preparations have imea
Music
will be furnished by Messrs
made htr ealy seven,
and Meschunos Wood- Mrs. Buren Jeffrey, Mr. and Rushing, parliamentarian; and
the Phi Mu Alpha combo feaem be pretty unlucky ler Ow boniest. ButV
fin Hutson, Gingko Wail* Mrs. Howard Crittenden, Mrs. Wanda Garrett, song leader.
obe's Is. timid to
turing Frank Pazullo at the
speak ap, there's serbing you eat de.[P.
Charles Sexton, Vernon Stub- Den Hutson, Miss Susan Young,
& After a while these piano.
y were all installed at this
"'unexpected" guests hemme expected.]
blefield, Jr„ John Quarter and Jackie Cochran. The spon- last meeting except Ruth Ann
Supervising the seven stagmous, Robert 0. Miller, John sors of the club, Mrs. Myrtle Barrow and Betsy Riley who
ing divisions are: Mrs, Hal
Jones and Mrs. Betty Riley, were unable to attend; they
Leerily, or John J. Roach.
DEAR ABBY Why are so many
decorations;
Mrs.
educated, wall-bred Houston,
•••
were also recognised and given were installed at the March
people so sloppy about R. S. V. P. invitatio
John Purdoin and Mrs. Clegg
n'?
C01111•01.
meeting.
Sesulaga_
9
_1101
_4
Several of my friend' have gotten Serried
recently, and Austin, petions; Mrs. Charles
At the close of the banquet
and
Good
beautiful engraved -R. S. V. P."invitations
Mercer, refreshments;
Mrs. Shepherd
were sent, and the
everyone
sponsor
NW
will
stood and sang the
a
Donald
Toasts were given to the Be
number of responses they received was
Overby and Mrs. Hunt
pathetic!
hamburger ewer at the Good ta
Bets Song which was led by
Smock, reeervations; Mrs. Phigirls, to the Beta boys, and
One of the girt" had 296 acceptances,
Shepherd CMS* starting at to
and over 400 gunk lip Tibbs and Mrs. Charles
the senior Betas by Danny Denecia Ramsey, according to
Hamshowed up [She assumed that the.. who
the Beta reporter, Anita Penddidn't respond were ra, prognosis; Mrs. Ken Harrell fire p.m. Iverreee is invited to Mount, Rick' Hopkins,
and Mmli
notroming.]
and Mrs. John Gregory, public- "to°d this Mem% Price, $1.00
for adults, end fifty cents for
Another friend of mine had to make
seer.111 MMus* 101 and hke.-111ob Ray, treasurchildren under eight
calls to find out who were planning to attest
er.
• ••
I simply cannot imderstand why people
Tielgolin • may be obtained by
will not take a fon
Homecom
ing
and
singing
minutes to write a short note or make a
'15110011 or 753-5455.
telephone call Please call
planned at North Fork Baptist
print this. I have a feeling I am not
•• •
aless.
APPALLED
Church_
•••
DEAR APPALLED: You are ast alma
These who loom
Homecoming
planned
R. S. V. P. invited's= ere lazy. disorgani
at
end, thoughtless, or
Temple Hill United Methodist
cerebella.
Church.
•o
DEAR ARIIIT; Somesse gni ale thk
A delightful courtesy extendMande% May 5
pine, skids I
ed to Miss Shirley Cochran. The 010 Hispion WMS of
think is jog Ong ihe ant bentiki
Wag II have ewer reed.
bride-ele
ct of Robert K. Martin, the Sinking Spring Baptist
She said Yaw
Did pea? "FLYING FOR WESTERN"
ems the breakfast held at the Church will meet at the church
DEAR FLYING: No. But I wish I had.
Holiday Inn on Saturday, April at 7:30 p.m.
I dial publiob
with the hope that I awyene bey readlog
46, at nine o'clock in the morn
•• •
andiewm Mews the
in'.
author be will share It with me.
Groups of the First Baptist
The gracious hostesses for Church WMS will meet as fol•
"Woman was created from the rib of
man.
the special occasion were Mes- lows: Lottie Moon with Mrs.
She was not made from his head to top
dames Bob Melugin, Harold G. T. Lilly and Kathleen Jones
him.
Nor out of his feet to be trampled upon.
Grogan Tommy. D. Taylor, with Miss Hazel Tarry, both at
Bat est of his side, to be equal to him,
Bradburn Hale, Bill Boyd, and 7:30 p.m.; Ruby Nell Hardy at
Under his arm, to be protected,
Joe West.
the Youth Center at 6:30 p.m.
1
And ewer hie heart, to be loved."
•• •
Miss Cochran chose to wear
for the occasion a tan bonded
Tuesday, Moy
cotton the with brown acces- The Callowey County Riding
CONFIDENTIAL TO F. L., LAKE CHARLIM,
Yew sories. Her hostesses' gift cor- Club will meet at the City Hall
biggest problem, Madame, is that you've never had
a really
sage was of white carnations at 7:30 p.m. Plans for the horse
BIG problem. There is nothing like a toothed
* to make you with ribbons and tiny wedding show in June will be made.
forest about your mosquito bites.
• ••
rings
The honoree's mother, Mrs. A flower show, "A Day In
Everybody has a problem. What's yours?
•
For a personal Clifton Cochran, wore a beige Spring", and a silver tea will
reply write to Abby. Box eine. Los Angeles,
CaL MIS sod bonded knit suit with bone ac- be held at the Avalon Restauramebae a eLmaped, seN-e&ireseed invaders
cessories. Her younger dater, ant, Paris, Tenn., from 1:30 to
.
Miss Linda Cochran, was attir- nine p.m., sponsored by the
For Abby's new booklet. "What Yecos-Ag
en Wait le ed in a yellow bonded
knit Henry County Council of Gar,
Knew." send $I to Abby. Box Wee, Ins
Angels*. Cal. NW
dress. Both bad white shasta den Clubs. All members of Gardaley corsages, gifts of the hoe- den Clubs ar.d the interested
public are invited to attend.
Mrs. Fred Barber has return- tales.
• ••
ed home after mending the • A large arrangement of daisClarence Elvis Phillips of winter with her daughter, Mrs. ies adorned the breakfast The Annie Armstrong Group
of Alie First Baptist Church
Dexter has been disobliged from Rodney Moore
and son, Bill, .if tables. Place cards in the wedd- WMS will meet at the Baptist
MISS TW1LA ANN ADAMS
the Western Baptist Hospital, Goodyear
ing
motif
were
met
, Mama.
at seven p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Cody W. Adams of Farmington Route One anPaducah.
The hostesses presented the Student Center
•• •
nounce the engagement of their daughter, ?wile Ann, to Danny
honoree with a set of Corning
Murray Amenably No. 19 Or- M. Dunn, eon of Mr. and Mrs. William E. Dunn of Murray
Route
Ware as a wedding gift.
der of Ohs Rainbow for Girls Three.
Covers were laid for twenty will meet
at the Masonic Hall
Miss Adams is a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High
persona
at seven p.m.
School and is attending Murray State University where she is a
•••
•• •
senior majoring in elementary education. She is a member of AlSPECIALIZING IN . . .
Groups of the First Christian pha Sigma Alpha social sorority.
Church CWV will meet as folMr. Dunn is a 1964 graduate of Calloway County High
lows: I with Mrs. Clegg Austin *Soot and he is presently self employed in farming.
at ten am.; N with Mrs. MarWedding plans are incomplete.
vin Fulton with Mrs. Gatlin
try Club will have its regular
.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Howard Clopton as cohostem
•••
ladies day golf st nine a.m. of Mrs N. P. Cavitt at 10:30
"Joe" Cochran. Fulton, Ky., anThe Women's Society of with pairings at the tee. IL-s. Cm.
nounce the segagement of Mrs.
•••
Jet. 6$ & 30
Aurora, Ky.
Cochran's daughter, Miss Norma Christian Service of the First Jack Andersen is golf hostess.
Grove 126 of the Woodmen
•• •
Shiriey Emerson, Mayfield, Ky., United Methediet Church will
to Bob Jewell McCord, May- meet at the Hale Chapel at tee
The art auction, sponsored by -4 the World will meet at the
field, Ky., son cif Mrs. Harvey a.m. The executive board will the Kappa Pi art fraternity and "A'r man's Club House at 6:30
E. McCord and the late Mr. meet at
•
9:15 a.m.
the art division of Murray State p.m.
McCord of Hopidneville, Ky. Miss
•••
•••
University will be held at the
Emerson is the daughter of
The
Hazel
Woman's Club will
Student
Union
The
ballroom
Goshen United Methodist
from
T. C. Emerson cf Murray, Ky.
,wii
l.meet
proceeds
p m at the club room at seven
p.m. The
nedoor
nn to ten pie.
Miss Emerson is employed Church Women's Society of seven
for the installation and the
by Mayfield Electric and Water Christian Service will meet at open at six
Systems as Cashier. Mr. McCord the church at oven p.m.
will go toward art scholarships. program by Lew Wallace.
'Se
•••
is assistare coach at Lowes High
• ••
*School.
The
Welcome
Wagon Newladies
Oaks
The
Counof the
The Hazel United Methodist
A May wedding is being planClub will have a luncheon omers Club will meet at the
try
Church
Women's
Society
of
ned.
Christian Service will meet at and fashion show in the club ommunity Center at 7:30 p.m.
•• •
lounge at 12:15 p.m,.Reservatthe church at seven p.m.
Friday,
May 9
may
made
be
ions
by
calling
•• •
MARRIED TUESDAY
Mrs. Robert Hendon 753-5714 The North Murray HomemakThe
Austin
Elementary
or Mrs. J. Z. Garrison 753-5383 rs Club will meet at the home
MERIDA, Veneuelaza (UM— School PTA will meet at the prior to May 5.
f Mrs. Bailey Riggins at 1:30
Tull° Davila, 85. rqprried Maria Murray High School auditoriu
•• •
La Cruz, 18, at Mille church in at 7:30 p.m. The sixth grade
•••
The Cherry Corner Baptist
will present the program.
Merida Tuesday.
Church WMS will meet at the
••
church at 7:30 p.m.
The Delta Department of the
. •• •
Murray Women's Club will meet
The Faxon Mothers Club will
at the club house et 7:30 p.m. meet at the Faxon School at
Hostesses will be Mrs. Harry 1:30 p.m.
Rev. and Mrs. J. Bill Jones of
Bledd, Miss Venda Gibson, Mrs.
•• •
SAVE NOW
Princeton will be honored on
A. It Kopperud, Dr. GwendBALDWIN ORGANS
The Flint Baptist Church
olyn Gromman, Mies Ruth Sex- WMS will meet at the church their twenty-fifth wedding anPIANOS
nlvermry with a tea on Sunday
ton, Mrs. Walter Baker. and at seven p.m.
KIMBALL PIANO
afternoon, May 4, in tKe recrent•
Mrs William Britton.
•••
BALDWIN PIANOS
tion room of the First Baptist
•••
Thursday, May
EASY TERM8
Church, Princeton.
The Kappa Department o f
Up to 60 Months to Pay the Murray Woman's Club w1'.1
The Cumberland Presbyterian Hosts for the occasion will
Open Friday Nits
meet at the club house at 7:30 Women of the North Pleasant be the Woman's Missionary Unp.m. Hostesses will be Mes- Grove Church will meet at the ion of the church. The public
Till 9 p.m.
dames Tommy Carroll, Kenneth hime of Mrs. Glyco Wells at is invited to attend the open
house from two to four p.m. .
Adams. Bob Billington, and 7even p.m.
•••
Rev. Jones is the son o
Joseph L. Rom.
, Across from Poet Office
• ••
Ernist C. Jones of Murray. He
Paris, Tenn.
The South Murray Homemak- Is pastor of the First Baptist
Wednesday, May 7
The women of the Oaks Court- ers Club will meet at the home Church, Princeton.

tow

By Abigail Van Buren

Charity Ball Plans
Are Being Made By
Club Committee
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MIL CALMAR

The mom owe
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Wins pair of 1969 Volkswagen
Karmann Ghias Or any of a
thousand other matching
prizes Nothing to buy Just stop
at our store and fill out an entry
blank Sweepstakes closes June
23, so hurry
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THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING
•Cerefbanon mark nog U S Pet
end Canadian Trade Marks On

East Side of Sauare 117 S. 4th Street

Sherwood -Nisi
Located Just Off Wiswell Road

Adams-Dunn Engagement

Bridal Breakfast
Given In Honor 01
Shirley Cochran
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Pleasant Living
80 Beautiful Home Sites
Lovely Wooded Lots
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• CATFISH
• COUNTRY HAM
• STEAKS
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NOTICE —

Ray T. Broach

Farm Bureau Ins. Agent
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IS MOVING

Then, too, you will enjoy the ample
recreation facilities under construction.
Two big acres
complete with paved tennis courts,
basketball
court, driving tange, park, and
facilities foe
horseback riding.

Build your home in restful
surroundings —
not far from town but away from
the noise and
traffic.

from

209 Maple
to

309 S. 5th STREET

Rev. & Mrs. Jones
Will Be Honored

SALE

anuita

Former Site
of

Blalock-Coleman

10

Investigate this new subdivision.
You'll wee
the possibility too for a worthwh
ile investment.
Get several lots for a secure hedge
against the
future.

Lonardo Piano

Funeral Home

Feenm%rirf!rvm7'w
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You'll Like

Sherwood Forest
Bill Warren - Developer
Phone 753-3782 Day,- 753-459
2 Nite
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The itak of king crab meat
as Alaska more than $14
lion a year, says the National
tgraphic.
•• •

k small concrete marker neat
as, Kan., designates the Geoic Center of North America.
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Short Shots From The Land Between The Lakes

Re,-discover''

The Kentucky Bowhunters As- Located on the Kentucky Lake three miles north
of me entreesociation has slated its annual shoreline just across the Ken- ce to Rushing
Creek Campgroufif
ttgtei
carp shoot for May 3 through 6 tucky-Tennessee line in Land Bet- nd.
vilVill
on Kentucky Lake in Land Bet- ween the Lakes , will open ThurWhen should you obey the co- ween the Lakes.
The carp shoot sday, May 1. This popular family
mmandment "Thou Shalt Not Co4:Ponsored by the Hickman campground has over 200 tent
WALLEYE
vet Thy Neighbor's Anchor?" County Distric
RAINBOW TROUT
t of the Kentucky and trailer sites and is located
More than 200 boy scouts
What's the difference between Bowhunters Association,
adjacent to Jones Creek Day- the newly formed
but
Is
Choctaw Dl..
a yachtsman's jacket and a flo- open to all
KBA members and Use Area. trict of the Boy Scouts of Amertattoo jacker
friends. Hillman Ferry Campica participated in a spring ca,
Is the outboarder in shorts at ground on Kentucky Lake near
mporee in Land Between the
a yacht club dinner party more the Lake Barkley Canal is to
Lakes this past weekend. Some
Redd
red-faced than the commodore be the staging area for many
Hollow, located on the 10 troops of the 3-county
Kencaught in spotless whites tinker- of the camping towhunters. The Kentucky Lake shoreline two mi- tucky district compri
sed of Gra,
SAUCER
ing
les
warm
with
shallow
a
south
s
of
of
talky
the
Turkey
many
coves
swine?
Creek, is ves, Marshall, and Calloway CoBROOK TROUT
and inlets along Lake Barkley one of the most popular lake unties spent 2 days
camping,
These are some of the ques- and
Kentucky Lake provide ex- access areas in Land Between hiking, fishing, qualifyi
ng for metions boatmen will find answered
1769 —DANIEL BOONE BICENTEN
cellent areas for bowfLshermen the Lakes, particularly with ca- rit badges, and
NIAL— 1969
enjoying themIn the 1969 and 1970 edition of
and for those who prefer con- mpers and fishermen. The area selves in the
out-of-doors in the
Piloting, Seamanship and Small
ventional fishing gear for bass has a concrete boat launching recently complet
ed Pond Hollow
Boat Handling by Charles F.
_......r - ..
and cup*. The twenty lake ramp, picnic tables and grills, Bivouac Area
overlooking Lake
Chapman.
access areas in Land Between drinking water, and chemical to- Barkley. Pond
Hollow is located
For nearly 50 years, this big the Lakes provide excellent en- ilets. The Redd Hollow access approximately three and one-half
SMALLMOUTH BASS
TRAVEL DIVISION, Dept. PDB-69
LARCEMOUTHISBASS
try
into
road
many of the better bowis located on The Trace miles south of Camp
blue book has been called the
Energy,
Frankfurt, Kentucky 40001
"bible of boating." The new edit- hunting bays on the two lakes. ;Kentucky 453) about four miles a year-round group camp which
Please send Kentucky travel information.
ion contains 70 all - new pages All rough fish taken should be south of U. S. Highway 68 and Is also popular with scouts and
0,
with revised chapters on Anchor- measured and witnessed for enother organized groups. Camp
Name
ing Safety Afloat, Yachting Et- tering the KBA state-wide biggEnergy, located on a thickly woAddress
iquette and Boat Clothing and est rough fish or biggest gar
oded hillside on Energy Lake,1
City
contest
.
Ai
Uniforms.
State
has heated central service buildZip
?
ings with hot showers and rest
The
voltune
discuss
anchor
es
WHITE BASS
s
SPOTTED KENTUCKY BASS
rooms and is available by reser_
from traditional yachtsman types
vation throughout the year. Pond
to the latest lightweight anchors
Rushing Creek Campground,
Hollow provides primitive type
and bow to use them. Readers
camping opportunities and has a
are familiarized with current
•
kitchen slab, drinking water, chsafety equipment and requireemical toilets, and large, open
ments. There are color illusFRANKFORT, Ky.' UPI - This fields for scheduling outdoor acttrations of new code flag de116
may be the best weekend of the ivities.
signations and U. S. Coast Guard
WHITE CRAPPIE
young fishing seasonaif the weathauxiliary insignia in the revised
ROCK BASS
FISHING
erman cooperates, the state Dediapters.
partment of Fish- and Wildlife The long-aw
In keep* with its new content,
aited spawning run
Resources said Thursday.
the 1or$115-page edition of Chap
of big slab-sized crappie into the
In
most
man's took appears in new dress
of the lakes, crappie, shallow bays of Kentuck
y Lake
are moving into the shallower and Lake Barkley
with a choice of two versions. A
has not vet
waters
and
black
$7.95 Educational Edition is boubass
are
materialized. The water temperArrangement have been cnnind in high-quality linen-finish py- pleted for a new wildlife manage coming more active. The lake- ature in both lakes is ideal
- by-lake rundow
for
n.
roxylin-coated cloth; and $11.50 Inent area of newly 10,000 acres
ROCKFISH
the spawning run at 62 to 64
BLUECILL
Deluxe Edition is bound in buck- In southwest Virginia, on private
degrees
. Some crappie are being
herrulgton- croppie are good
° ram and packaged in a handsome land but open to the public, and
at night at 4 to 15 feet in lower taken at 5 to 10 feet by drift
Wary slipcase.
ushing with minnows over deep
combining wildlife development section of lake, black bass
good
Piloting, Seamanship and Sma- with timber management and str- in same area by casting and jig stump beds or along submerged
fishing nighterawlers at night, channel banks. Scattered catches
ll Boat Handling has been the ip mine reclamation.
The•-fk
enn
Elmor
Virwiet
e
e
,
urea-MI/MTV ivrifes. of -crappie Italet.-Isete- report
definitive boating reference sinCumberland - Fair to good by casting white do-jigs in the
ce 19/2 when its first acclaimed Uon, owner of the area, has
edition gave boatmen a conven- signed an agreement with the croppie in bushes and willow bays and coves. White bass (stIA USK ELLONCE
CHANNEL CATFISH
With about 6.5-million acres of recreational land, Wiscons
ient guide to safe and well-in- Tennessee Valley Authority, Vir- tops, black bass fair by casting ripes) and crappie are hit
in
formed enjoyment of their sport. ginia Division of Mined Land Re- and jigging, scattered white bass white or yellow jigs below Ken- is also one of the wettest states in the nation. Anglers enjoy
their
tucky
sport
clamati
Dam
on
on,
more
Virgini
and
and
than
Barkley
Commia
5,100 named inland lakes, thousands
Dam,
catches in heads of creeks.'
Through the decades, constant
Kentucky - Improved catches and channel catfish are being of smaller waterways and on some 35,000 miles of fishable
revision - annually in recent ssion of Game and Inland Fisherrivers.
years - has kept it abreast of ies to put the plan into effect. of croppie reported in shallower taken on cut bait in the same
The Badger State also is bordered by Lakes Michigan
TVA for several years has waters, black bass slow. Below areas. Gusty winds have made
and
boating's latest developments.
'Superior, where trout, salmon, perch and smallm
been
bass
outh bass
studyin
fishing
ways
g
difficul
of combining the dam-Fair catches of white
t, although §upply brisk angling
Recent editions have included
action.
new chapters on The Skipper, wildlife development with strip bass with a few croppie taken some bass are being taken by
A recent survey showed that more than a _million
license
jigging
reclama
mine
artifici
tion,
and
found
al
or
in
live
on
night
do-jigs.
fisherm
All
en
gates are closed.
last year reeled in more than 80 million fish—fromd
Boat Handling, Seamanship, WeaAll right, so It hart quite
a slothful day spent doing as
Penn
crawle
Virgini
rs
the
a
or
first
big
opportu
minnow
nbluegill
s
Dale
in
s to northern pike and muskellunge.
the
Hollow-Croppie are fair
ther, The Mariner's Compass,
yet. At least not north of little
ity for a large-scale demonstrat- by still fishing around stickup shallow stickups of Lake Bark- sider the musky the northland's scrappiest Many anglers conas possible, if you're as Marlinespike Seamanship,
s
gamefis
Buoy- ion
Mason-Dixon Line, and even
some
ley.
94,000 muskies were taken from these inlandh. Last year,
The water is murky and
of this concept on this 9,760- at 3,feet, bluegill tar bii brush
normally lazy as most fisher- age Systems, Lighthouses
waters and
and acre area
th of it the soaking warmth, men.
in Lee and Wise Coun- banks, scattered catches of black falling slightly fri Kentucky Lake the state expects to retain its title as the nation's top musky
Other Aids, Government Publicproduc
er
this
I the summer solstice has yet
season.
and
ties.
Lake
Barkley
.
Windy
bass
weather
at heads of creeks by castA largemouth bass, or a nice ations The Nautical Chart Dead
Information on Wisconsin fishing areas, regulat
has caused many fishermen to
to be felt in its fullest.
Lag.
big crappie, feels almost exactly Reckoning, Tides and Currents,
events can be obtained from the Vacation and Travelions and
The
seek
mountainside "benches"
the
quieter
Disregarding I h I s, however.
Service,
waters
of
EnerPositio
n
Determi
nation, Flag Etthe same way. He 'stay set lam
and banks of disturbed earth re- Barkley - Croppie are good at gy, Honker, and Bards Lakes, Box 450. Madison, Wisconsin 53701.
any fisherman worth his salt In
bed, but hell stay In a deep iquette and Electronic Equipme- suiting from coal strip mining feet around
Statistics show that overstickups and black three subimpoundments of Lake
nt.
has a Ir e a dy cleaned sad reWok and wait for the warmhig
will be utilized to improve wild- bass good by casting and jigging Barkley in Land Between the loading is the chief cause of
paired all his tackle lied Is see
to heat the water to Ws It is peenstied by Motor Boat- life habitat. Water holes will be around stickups in the Little Lakes. Hematite Lake, located capsizing. One of the worst
ing Books, 1775 Broadway, New preserved, and quality wildlife
busily Leyte* plass fie the ear- faverfte
River section. Below the dam - in the Conservation Education overload cases ever recorded was
temperature.
York, N. Y. 10019.
nest posit* assault ea the parfood and cover plants planted, in Fair catches of white toss and Center near Center Station, is reported several weeks ago from
So you follow the sun too.
addition to the measures requir- croppie on do-jigs.
ticular gameffsb of his locale. Fish
one of the most popular bank Indonesia when a boat with a
the sunny side of rivers,
ed to control water runoff, eros- Barren River Reservoir - Bla- fishing impoundments in the ar- capacity of 30 persons sank in a
It is not too early to begin and on
lakes fish the spots
The New York State Legisla- ion and sedimentation.
ck bass are good by jigging doll- ea; and the two and one-half river in Central lava. Of 122
going over methods of attack where the
sun has bcen warm- ture got one o the greatest
Wildlife will be protected and flies with pork rind, scattered mile trail around the lake is one men, women and children athat will give a measure of suc- ing the water longfttl
. This will avalanches of boating bills in its managed by the Virginia Game catches of croppie at 3 feet. of the-most scenic in Land Bet- board, 72 drowned.
cess on the fishing grounds. One be the shallow
areas, which will history this !ear. Introduced Commission. Hunting and fishing
Nolin - Fair catches of white ween the Lakes.
of the most important of these warm up much quicker
A British firm has come up
than the were proposals that would in- will be allowed without fee by bass and croppie reported in
crease boat registration fees, re- licensed hunters and fishermen heads of creeks, croppie
Is a reminder that fish are like deep spots.
fair For additional information write with a sailing surfboard which
strict boating activities of young- in season. White - tailed deer in main lake around
people.
weighs about 150 pounds, makstickups
Just remember to do in your sters,
assess stiffer penalties for probably will be stocked in the and scattered takes of black bass or phone:
Sound silly? Not so. What do fishing as
ing it easy to carry on a car
John S. Lyon
you would do in your drunken operators, crack
down area this fall and winter.
roof. It is supplied with sails
in same areas by casting in 'in- Reports Editor
you feel like doing on the first daily living
and you can't miss. on owners of abandoned shoreThis project will be named lets and bays.
and
paddle," is. mouisied in fiwarm day of spring? You feel Linger
Land
Betwee
n the Lakes
over your coffee, then side structures, permit water the Hagy Wildlife Management Rough River - In the
berglass with built-in buoyancy
south Tennessee Valley Authority
like sleeping late and let the go
skiers
to take off and land close Area, in honor of thelate Clifford fork,, fair catches of crappie
out and fish slowly, giving
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231 tanks and will carry two people.
world take care of itself, then those
fish with "spring fever" to shore, and establish new offi- H. Hagy, senior vice president Deported around stickups, some
Safety, ease of hiraling and
arising to a late breakfast and a chance
of the Penn VirginLi Corporation. white bass in heads of creeks. Phone:
to catch your lure. cial distress signals.
Area Code (502) 924-5602 high maneuverability are stressed.
Length over-all is 14 feet.

In Bookstores

KENTUCKY
ac-0!

Arrangements
Are Complete
Wildlife Area

This May Be
Best Weekend
For Fishing

A Fisherman's Dream

4

Fish Are Like People
. So Fish Sunny Side

Living

,me Sites

ed Lots

*z
AMC LOT

• the ample recreation. Two big acres
courts, basketball
and facilities fop

fui surroundings —
from the noise and

division. You'll see
.hwhile investment..
hedge against the

ce

Forest

BE sure to

HURRAY HOME I AUTO

FINS 'N FEATHERS
FRIENDS

Phone 753-2571

somais:mslwri,
*

SUE and
CHARLIE'S
Famous Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies
Highway U

The
Ledger & Tines
Largest Paid Circulation

MurTay Sport and Marine
N. 4th STREET
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Me Pogue Ammo

MURRAY
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A Friend Of Coteervation

Who Is Pround Of T he
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STANDARD
OIL

WARD - ELKMS
Our New Gun Department .
' Is Now Open!

:veloper

53-4592 Nite

drown all fires.

WIliesAm•-Oinseiesi.assse,serssalleitoes

We Have All Makes of Guns
WILL TRADE-Fos ANTIIIINCI!

ulil

1

11111
11L. ARTINII
STOP
AND F ILL-UP
AT

OIL PRODUCTS

LIBERTY
Super Market
Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway
Murray, Kentucry

Aurora, Hy.

0
TAYLOR
MOTORS
4th•POPLAR
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TRANSPORTATION CENTER"
PHONE 751-1372

so' USED CARS
mg' MINOR REPAIRS
* Phone 753-5362 *

CAIN & TAYLOR

-•••

GULF SERVICE
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`e-

6th and Main Streets
,
sturrey, Kentucky
VERBLE TAYLOR • C. R.
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THE LEDGER & TUNER

Crucial Test Facing Rowan and Martin:
Is There Big 'Screen "Laugh-In-terest"?
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Sy ARMY WHIM
Central Press Association
Correspoadent
HOLLYWOOD - The crucial
test is c3rning up for Rowan &
Martin. Can they make It on
the big acreen? It's more than
the usual try to answer the
question. "Can a TV star be a
film star?" This team will also
be trying to prove they can be
successful in roles distinctly
apart from their tried and true
comedy characters.
They are not only trying to
change their image created by
the No. 1 television show
"Laugh-In." but also the picture the public has come to
know by their teaming for 10
years in person. in night clubs,
"concerts," and ether TV meetings.
"It really is different," Dan
told us when we came on the
set. "I'm the dumb guy this

MUR1BAYA_ KENTUCKY

a bit of the dinnallng in Su- is every
possibility that Susanne
sanne But she is certain her will live
long enough to replace
years am numbered.
likriorie Main in the
hearts of
"I think rn die because I
believe in mystical things. I've
wt with trinspLants
and
felt this way about my death
other wonders of medical
scisince I was a child," she said.
ence there is no reason
to su"My husbaad, James, thinks
Sy VERNON SCOTT
spect that with luck Susan
ne
a mixed up girl. He give
UPI Hollywood Correspondent I'm
Benton could die of old
age in
the some kind of look other
rot
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Suher second hundred years.
penile do when I talk about it.
sanne Benton is 21 years old,
This knowledge that
=tally don't discuss this
I'm 110
I
So
beautiful, shapely, blonde and
lag to die in a few years
4prea
dowel
mitio
with
n
people
."
co-starring with Alan Arkin in
depress or frighten me," says
"Catch 22- - and she is going
Her husband, it should be Susanne. It doesn't even affect
to die in six years.
is7ted, is a Los Angeles cop. me. I have Getepted it since 1
Medical science hasn't dea child.*
Canadian-born Mrs. Benton
creed Isar demise. Susanne gets recent
Susanne le---duleVaVao4
ly completed a top role
;
neesones is Go alga.
ye this isle et
with Sandy Dennis *in "That
if it _
Saes age ex, the buxom act- Cold
her.
in the Park." No
ress has been convinced of two starletDay
* • 41,
she. And now she is in
-e
things: She would become a
the swift company of Arkin,
screen star, and that she would
Flunked
Orson Welles end Tony Perkins.
J EF FERSON
CITY, Mo.

21 Year Old
Says Will Die

(UP1)-The Missouri Highw

It looked possible. The scene
called for Dan to be asleep on
a pool table, surrounded by
Dick and a group of neighborly
werewolves
Sound inything
like "Laugh-In"? And, instead
of Dan's many cost ume
changes, as on the TV'er. Dick
turns into a werewolf — thanks
to the MGM makeup artistry of
Oscar winning William Tuttle.
• • •
THE TEAM co-stars in an
everyday story of two nudie
movie makers who become involved with a family of werewolves. Coincidentally, in the
film, Rowan & Martin have
been partners in show business
Don Rowan and Dick Martin strike different
(?) pesos
for 10 years.
to prove to Central Press' Army Archer
d they ore
The film is directed by NorNOT themselves in their up-coming movie.
(Archerd
man Panama, who says the pubdoesn't seem too impressed by their claim,
does he?)
lic Is ready for a comedy-mystery, "Like they were ready for They get along well when cach Friday night,
or to be
Bob Hopes 'Cat And the Can- working and keep their private: more accurate. each
Saturday
111101
corripl
etely
separ
ge_cs
re-1 morning, tor a reported
._Anti he should know'
="
.
$10,000
sornstldng about comedy, hav- Tir—socialize.
'per appearance!
Direct
ing bell a writer, producer and
or Panama claims the
This summer they will play
director for Milton Berle, Ed "rushes" of Dan Rowan amazed the
concert circuit and Dick in,
Archie
Gardner and Bob the studio executives. "He looks slats they
only do shows at
Hope. Among the many films like Gable." confided Panama night
-- so they can have the
he and Mel Frank made with out of Dick Martin's hearing. day
free for golf. They also
Bob were "My Favorite Blonde," "But don't-even say I suggested want
to work in black tie -- to
"The Road to Hong Kong:** they do separate roles." he add- a more
expensive audience,
ix! cautiously.
-The Road ter"Facts of Life."Rowan & Martla tt,llY
duetHOW DO they expect people
Panama told us the film is have to worry about
success in to pay
a fat pride to Me them in
so different from the usual Ro- films. Let's face
it, they are
person after having seen them
wan & Martin roles people will now millionaires,
not only be- free
all year at home? They
be convinced they can play sep- ear... of -Laugh-I
n" revenue, must
be c3nfident. Much of
arate flints. Split up? "Don't but sidelines from
it.
their tour takes them to Canworry." Dan told us. "no one
They also command the top
ada where many cities receiv
has had the guts to offer us dollar
e
in night clubs and con- both
Canadian and U.S.' TV,
anything separately."
cert appearances For exampl
e,' and see Rowan & Marti
• • •
n as
they play the usual two-three
much as three times a week!
AS OF this date, we could see weeklong stands at Las Ve- Thus,
the boys figure if people
no sign of any split in this gas'
Sands Hotel for a salary will
pay to see them "live"
team. Dick assures us they're / in
excess of 925.000 per week. after
a year of free TV, they
too smart to split—now. Fur- In
addition. last Season they may
also want to see them on
her. "We have no problems." played
one stow at the hotel film.

ay
Appears Healthy
Patrol says 26 per cent of the
Susanne appears healthy. OM
persons applying for a driver's
has no adverse medical reports.
license in 1968 failed the written
Nor has die a record for betekt.
ing accident prone.
A total of 327,357 tests were
Superficial observation would
given
in 1968. Of those, 86,260
lead one to conclude that there
w err failed.
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SUSANNE SIN'TOM
not live to see her 38th birth-

I

day.

Has No Clam
Her prescience may be an
offshoot of the gurus who predicted California would slide
beneath the waters of the ?Sheltie earlier this month. But
unlike these seers, Susanne has
no claque of doomsayers guaranteeing she will bite the dust
or otherwise expire in her 17th
yter.
- One might surmise that there

SATURDAY - MAY
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FCM EUMMM move
SLIT TAPE WITH SCISSORS
AND SEND TO SHAPE

SIDES CAN riCx UP DIRT
IF LIFT CARELESSLY ON
DUSTY SURFACE

SHOOING THE BIRDig-During another demonstration at
Columbia University, a. student harasses a news cameraman after members of the Students for a Democratic
Society seized two university buildings in New York in
defiance of a temporary court injunction against salmi.
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TV CAMEOS: David Hartman

Work Makes Hartman's World Go Round

MEL NEWER
WHEN television opens its
we
annual semi-new bag of tricks
Va.
We
next fall, David Hartman will
be seen as the hard - working
chief of internal medicine at
"The Benjamin Stern Institute"
111C0 on the NBC-TV show, "The
Qat
Bold Ones"—and in way, it's
110
almost type - casting. In the
hackneyed phrase, the name of
the game for David is work.
"I can't remember a time,"
he says, -when I wasn't doing
four things at once. When I
was getting my foot through
the theatrical door, I was &ling
TV commercials, licting and directing, taking singing and dancing lessons and Lord -knows
what else. Sure, it was work,
but I like the business and I
like work."
• • •
-Tr-TOOK roughly Itry
ears
that jam - packed routine for
HarUnan to hit it big a.s David
Sutton on "The Virginian" last
season. Which, of course, once
again hands the lie to the overnight - success story in show
biz. There ain't no such animal.
A native of Pawtucket,
•
the six-foot-five-inch Davtcf Is
an articulate, intelligent man
whose first career leanings
were toward athletics and who
even a f ter graduation from
Duke planned to be a businessWith Sara Lane en -Virginia
man. He even had decided to
n" episode, David
Hartman's
TV star-if dies hod come
go to work for Kaiser Alumidifferently, he might be
baseball star.
•
num — but then he took two shows and
making countless gratifying."
T h e "Virginian"
weeks to sit and think . . . and commercials,
those actors' gold- work
schedule was a stiff one,
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Abbie'N Slats
by R. Van Buren
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WE'LL STICK AROUND HERE
UNT11. THE RIVER GOES DOWN.
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14 1PT JON BOAT with 9 H.
P.
engine. Phone 753-8281. M-8-C
POWER MOWER, 22-inch cut.
Phone 753-4890 or see at 319
'man.
M.8.1"
USED BEDROOM, hying mom,
and kitchen furniture. Occasional chairs and tables. Call
753-8218 after five p. M. 114C
GREAT DANE puppies,
AKC Chenapi-n sired.
tk.nel quality. Mrs. Gerald Tay
lor, Paris, Tenn. 901-642-5831.
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NOW OPEN

.CERAMIC
SHOP

by Al Capp

GOOD ELTING

Finished Ceramics or . . .
Do-It-Yourself and Save!
Free Instructions
Gifts for Mothers Day

CHICKEN FEAST

*KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL
•

American Folk Music
Goes On and On and On

IMMO
REAL WAYS FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR GALS
REAL ESTATE POR MIA
FOR SALE
WM • QM? 006601441
Clean them right with Blue
REAL abetinxim with
tow?
Liaitre. Reid electric mismignotir replace, in Meadow Great Ac- GOOD FRAME Home and 26 14 ROOM house on an acre of
sores noir South Plaasent land just two biodts from
rt. Western Aub Store. 1144 Talk $22.500.00.
Grove Church This email farm court house. This house is pre*
IN
MEAD
OW
GREE
Acres,
N
a hes 16 acres corn base and .46
BLUE LUSTRE not only lids
costly divided Into three 'Part3
-bedro
om you must see,
carpets of soil but leaves "lie
chat tobacco base. An extra masts. It has three baths, three
soft and lofty. Rest electric 800.00.
good value. Price only $15,- kitchens, and the not can be
NICE 3-BEDROOM brick on
ahampooer. $1. Big K.
50040.
M-14 Dodson. Priced at $14,750
used for living rooms or bed.00. GOOD Three-Bedroom brick
rooms. There is also a pert
ll
ingRENTAL typewriters and 2-BEDROOM brick veneer on veneer home, 1600 Belmon
t. basement and large porch sur- 1969 TWIN NEEDLE sewing
mamachines, visit the Lad So. 7th. Street, $13,000.00.
Built under F. H. A. supervis- rounding the house. This is a chine in new
3
-BEDR
cabinet. Makes WANTED: Experienced weldOOM
brick veneer at ion. Ras living
ilar and Times Office Supply
room, den, kit- true bargain it only $10,750.
buttonholes, sews on buttons, er. Apply at Five Points
Store.
MiNC 1509 Be/mont,
WeldBEAUTIFUL 3-bedroom brick chen with G. E. range and 5 ACRES of land with a two- monotnania, auarCalta seems, ap- ing Shop. Phone 753-4529.
JOHNSON Publishing Compmy veneer at 1503 Story Avenue oven. Ceramic tiled bath, util- bedroom house located only 2 plaques, sews fancy stitche
. ity, air-oonditicaed, antenn
s.
M-3-C
a miles from town. This place is Twenty-five
will publish new directory. Ia. Price, $26
year guarantee. WOLID
,000-00and
drapes
incitid
ed.
Price
only
on a paved road and has a Pay cash
dies will be railing in few days. 3-BEDROOM brick veneer
YOU
Woe
to
earn
$10.00
balance, $34.14 or 81-41
in $17,900.00.
for two bows, mornhig, Mierbeautiful shady lawn and the weekly. No
Your cooperation appreciated. Circarama, $19,000.00.
down payment no
THREE CHOICE acres, on five acres is newly
bendM4-C 3-BEDROOM brick on Wiswell
oessary. For free home trial call noon or evening, 5 &rye a
blacktop. Three miles N. E able. See it today and buy it
with leading National
Paducah 4424605. collect.
ANYONE INTERESTED in Mk- Road, $19,200.00.
of Murray. One mile north for only $10,960.
Co.? Ow necemory. Pbr perGOOD 20 ACRE farm, all necesM-64 sonal interview,
care of 'Temple Hill Caneof lake Side Stop Grocery on 49 ACRES with beautiful threewrite: Box
'Vary, cell Henry Childrest, sary buildings and good fence, Van Cleave Road. This is real bedroom brick house. The LATE MODE
L Singer 7.41-7411 324f, c/o Ledger & Times, Mur$11,000
.00.
Euin Jones, or John Groin by
property, sowed down and has house has electric heat, built- in console. Makes
40 ACRE FARM, house and
buttonholes, reef, KYSaturday, May 3, at 6 p.
dock barn, on Pottertown Road, 50 sturdy oaks to supply shade it' range, three-oar garage, kit- sews on buttons, sews over pins,
and beauty. Price $5,000.00.
chen and dining area and liv- !Mind hems and
1TC 3 miles out,
sews many
$18,000.00.
SERVICES OFFERED
BEAUTIFUL three - bedroom ing room. The farm has 2.24 tancy
fashion designs. A necesimtcmoaux smis & sec. 52 ACRE FARM in Coldwater. brick
home,
four
acres
miles
tobacc
north
This old house in which Jesse James met his death
o base, stock barn, sity for the fashion
vice, Box 113 Murray, Ky., C. Try to see this one, nothing else of Murmy
is sadly
minded
on three acres. and crib. This one is located homemaker.
neglected but the folk music his passing started goes on
Fifteen year guarand on.
M. Senders. Phone 3824178, like it in Calloway County.
Spacious rooms. Living room near Providence.
Full price, $51.91 or $5.45
Lynnville, Ky.
Jun -2-C
By GROVO BRINKfAAN
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ce.
BRAN
Family
room,
D
NEW
and
threebedroo
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VERY FINE 3-bedanom in Bagmonth. For free home trial
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newsp
aper
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
well Manor. Central heat and kitchen panelled Rite cabi- brick for only $20,500. This
Paducah 442-8605, collect.
ST. JOSEPH, Mo.—Along U. S. highway 71 there tea
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large
everyt
cerhing you want,
,., Administration
has
frame
been Mr, $19,500.00.
cottag
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where
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to the turn of the century a "Mr.
MS-C LANDSCAPING, pruning, plantgranted by the county court WE HAVE a beautiful 3-bed- amic bath, utility, electric heat. central beat and Mr, carpeHoward"
ing Done by experienced men. reality thelived quietly with his family. But "Howard" was in
upon the Mowing eststas. to room home at WOO Johnsen Garage, two air-conditioners ting, builtin range, dishwasher,
outlaw. Jesse James, and on April 5, 1882, he was
and drapes. City water, good and disposal, two baths, living
'For more information phone killed by a former
wit:—
Blvd., wooded lot, $24,000.00.
lieutenant, Bob Ford, who wanted the $10,000753-6075.
M-6-C reward.
James Shekells, Dec'd
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a
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,
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e
and
ham
After
Jesse was shot in the back, verses singing
Evelyn Shekeils, Administ- Wa Circle, $22,000.00.
house built of Redwood. This ANOTHER NEW ONE. Thia
to his memory spread like wildfire. Jesse James was the praises
retie, Murray, Kentudty, Route
part of the
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place
one
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is
offers
"herocarpeted throughout, has
the best.
3-bedroom flume on 1
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3 or 6.
folk music
central heat and air, two baths, ONE GOOD
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acre lot on Highway 121 Jo% Price $27,500.00.
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have
today.
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ing.
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Experi
were
C. C. Farmer, West Main inside the city limits.
enced
power mowers. Bilbrey's Car
death bed confesand reasonStreets, Murray, Kentucky, Eno WE HAVE a nice little house Farm near Shiloh 140 acres dining a,roa utility room and & Rome Supply, 210 E. Main able prices. By appointment on- sions, religion, local disasters, rovers, faithless lovers, and old
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with
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an
50
ample
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on
open
a
amoun
land.
large
t
40
of
lot, nice inside. U
cloents. Street Phone 753-5617. M-3-C ly. For mpointment cal 753cutor.
Jesse James' cottage here at St Joseph is buried
2668 after 5:00 p. in.
All persone having claims you are looking for a place to acres in bottom. Has one mod- It has built-in range and this
amidst a
M4C teeming city of 87,000
ern
house
home
.people, and is passed almost unnoticed.
is
as nice as they come. 23 FT. Chris Craft, 85 h. p. Merand another house.
against mid estates are noti- live for about $8,500 you
But
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s
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particu
Good
larly
tobacco barn, two wells, ACROSS STREET from school. mury motor and trailer. Phone
fied to present them to the uld look at this one, located on
the musical legends- go on and
CARD OF THANKS
1e late William C. Handy,
Administrators or Executors 121 Highway inside city limits. 13 acre corn base; 1.44 dark Yes this three-bedroom house 753-8674 after 5:00 p. m. MS-C
on.
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OOM has central
verified according to law, same
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recliner, table preciation to the doctors, nursaid: "My Blues came from the
to be presented to said admin- heat and air, den, 1% baths. Burley base. Contact us for fur- School. It has a large den
FOLK
and six chairs, desk and chins ses, and many
ther details.
fillePiace, dining
friends and America. MUSIC is part of music of southern Negro farmWasters and Executors in due Located on Keeneland.
Long
before its popu- ers, miners, steel workers,
TWO ACRES with well, four with built-in dishwasher, util- closet. Phone 753-2620. MS-C neighbors for the many kindplain
course of law.
nesses extended to us during larity via disc, radio and TV, working people"
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of
more
the illness and death of our own brand
than 100 of
Locust Grove Baptist Church. floors are carpeted and it's lo- brand new pad,
of folk songs.
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both for $75.00. loved one.
these songs are now kept in the
AT PINEBLUFF snores: We Price only $2,750.00.
cated on an extra large lot. It's Call
Versions of early English and Library
BY: Dewey Ragsdale D C
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after
5
of
:00 P. InCongress as a perThe J. E. Clayton family Scottish
have water front and water view NEW THREE-BEDROOM brick worth the money at only $15,ballads, for instance, manent record of
1TP Lots.
M-3-C
this important
In Fairview Acres. A well built ROBERTS REALTY, 505 West
ITC were brought to America by American music.
NICE COTTAGE on water front home with large living room. Stain Street, Telephone 153- 1969 HONDA 125CC Scrambsettlers in the 17th century and
POE MINT
During the same period a
lot, all furnished and ready to Family room, kitchen with 1651.
ler. Like new, only 000 miles,
are still sung by the mountain- new wave
of social-minded folk
eers of West Virginia, North singers brough
$450.00. 1960 ROM& 175 CC
FOUR-BEDROOM brick home M live in. Has electric heat, fire- built-in G. E. range and oven.
Carolina, Kentucky and Tennes- into the folk t_ protest songs
Scrambler, like new, only 900
1000 Slurp Street. KeY at 101% piece and beautiful wooded lot. Large ceramic bath and oneLand
music mainstream.
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see. Many of the songs told of Today's
miles, $600.00. Phone 753-3321.
No. 10th IL To rent coated ALSO JUST Listed, nice 2-bed- half bath. Electric heat, utility,
growing topical song
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feuds, tragedies, heartaches.
After 5:00 p. m. phone 753Bob Gam, 1616 IL W. 10th St., =cm cottage.
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Rhone 7537734, Home Phone: oombination. Lave
M-3-C Crouse Suiter of Murray Route ion.
kitchen and
Two, Vester C. Crouse of May- Koala= Development , Inc. ker to Max M. Sykes and Joanna
Guy Spann, 753.3687; Lades utility storage area,
cavort, on
Baker, 753-3400; Onyx Ray, extra large Id. Near
field, and Anne Moore of Padu- to Allen R. Homman and Elaine Sykes; lot in Keeneland SubdivisRobertcah.
J. Homman of Vermillion County, ion.
7511919: GAO Young. 753.111111. son School. By owner. Call
753James F. Brown and Fannie A,
Millar
1292
d
days
Graha
m,
or
Lizzie
753-8973 nights.
Hop- III.• lot in Kenisina Lake Shores Brown to Jerry hi, Pendergrass
M-5-0
dr
Gsr RID OF
kins,
Subdivi
John
sion,
Graha
m, Curt GraM-8-C
PESTS
ham, Thales Graham, Graham
Robert E. Thornburg and Mar- and Linda L. Pendergrass; 17
2 ACRES about. one mile out,
WAISTED TO MIMI
Jones, Gracie Jones, Leon Jones, guerite M. Thornburg of St. John, acres on Kentucky Highway 121.
nice wooded lot with 3-bedroom
Wells Oyerbey to Calvin Wells
Nellie Short, Kittle Short, Norvel Ind., to Allen R. Homman and
frame home, large living room, WANTED: One or two-bedreem
Overbey; property in Calloway
Short,
Elaine
J.
unfurn
Allie
Homma
ished
Short,
n
kitchen-dining room combinaof Vermillion
house out of city
Ophelia RadROACHES
ford, G. W. Shills, Willie Ed- County, Ill., 4.1 acres on old County,
tion, large utility, electric heat, limits on paved road. Must have
Ovis J. Trees and Marelle
Carry Germs
runnin
monds, Lena Robinson, Lillie Murray-Pine Bluff Road.
g water and bath. Rent
good well and strange house,
Treas to Marvin Lassiter and
SPIDERS
reasonable. Phone 753-1916
Cleaver, and E. F. Short to
Kenlan
$18,280.00, possomion.
a
Defelo
pment
Compa
beAre Poiaon
R. H. Crouse; 105 acres in Callo- ny, Inc., to Charles H. Howard Linda Sue Lassiter; 51 acres in
NICE NEW 2-bedroom home fore 5:00 p. m., and ask for
Calloway Oftinty.
TBRAUTIS
way
County
about five miles out on one Mary.
and
.
Rose L. Howard of St. PosTFNC
Eat Your Home
Don H. Doran and Shirley G.
*ere wooded lot, carpet
Affidavitt of descent of Clay en, 111.; lot In Keniana Lake
Doran ef Hopkinsville to Claude
Wells,
Shores
died
Subdiv
Noyem
ision.
ber
1,
Locally owned and operat- ughout, nice kitchen, fireplace,4111511.11
1956,
.11.1
YOUR11M.M
..M1111‘
GUID
C. Welch and Vetch M. Welch;
E TO
to Eula Wells, Oran Wells, and
Herman Edison Hopkins and
attached,
ed for 30 years. We can-be
lot on South 13th Street.
only
large
uel
Annie
R.
$
Wells.
13-000.00ga
Mae Hopkins to Kenneth
14Uit7'
. nvae
reached 34 hours a day.
Woodrow W. Morgan to CharGOOD SMALL cabin in nice
AffIdavitt of descent of Eula Don Hopkins and Linda Kay Hopsub-division on K.entucky Lake, NO TIME
Call Today Per FREE
Wells, died July 16,1968, to Oran kins; property in Calloway Coon- lene Morgan, power of attorney.
TO COOK?
on 75 x 150 ft wooded lot,
Lakeway Shores, Inc., to NewI neeNtlen
Wells and Euel R. Wells of All
toIn the Trend to the
ycommunity water system, only
rheas 7S3-3914
Park, Mich.
Elbert P Dunn and Thelma man W. Wilkes and Dorothy M.
$3,250.00.
Member Chamber of
Oran Wells and Euel R. Wells M. Dunn to R. P. McDougal Wilkes of Knoxville, Tem.;three
HOLIDAY INN
27 ACRES open land about
Commerce and Builders
C. E. Jones and Mabel Jones; and Edith McDougal; property lots.
to
9
MONDAY NIGHT'S BIG
miles out on Highway 121, 375
Association. LCP-105
Jimmy Lee Foutch to Jalpes
45 acres in Calloway County, In Calloway County.
ft. highway frontage with nice
H, Foutch of Raytown, Mo.,Ifopbuilding site, don't miss this
•
•
•
C. D. Vinson, Jr., and Betty
Max M. Sykes and Joanna Sykee erty on east edge of U.S. Highway
bargain at $8,800.00.
Served from 5,:00 to 10:00
Sue
to
Vinson
Castle Parker and Paulin 641 by L. & N. Railroad. .
to
Pascha
ll
Hours
Truck
.. .
ABOUT 40 acres good bottom
W. B. Cole and Johnnie Marie
••• 14 Pride Chicken
Lines,
Parker
Inc.;
; lot on South 18th Street
21
acres on Highway
Land about 3 miles west
6
.I
of
ioo Whipped Potatoes
9:30 - 2:00 Tues. - Wed. - Thurs
95.
Thomas Hargis to Richard N. Cole to A. D. Elkins and Hattie
Murray, about 27 acres in popt
Elkins; property in Calloway Coao Creamy Cole Slaw
Gene Steely to Kenneth E. Ha- Broeringmeyer and Mary
corn, buy now and get the
Broer- unty.
6:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. - Tues. & Thurs. Evenings
too Country Gravy
rrell and Ellen W. Harrell; lot ingmeyer; property on
Phone 753-3114
rent, $12,000.00.
Kentucky
ro Hot Rolls and Rutter
Jewell Wells to Carla Brandon
on South 18th Street.
Highway 94.
GALLOWAY Insurance
Located on Highway 641 North, 1 Mile 'from
ALL SOH
and
Legated WI Ss 1316 91.
Roy
Vance Ramage and Mary
Real Estate Agency, Murray
Thomas McCuistori and Willie. and Joe T. Brandon, property in
et,
Calloway County,
Sue Ramage to Robert Glenn Mae McCuiston to James
City Limits, Behind Mo-Oo Gas Station
e 4$1.00
Ky Phone 753-5642.
Gary
M-8-C
H-M.0-C
Bertis L Doyle and Gladys
Mobley and Patricia Jean Mob- Wallace and Sandra Kaye WallaW. Doyle to 'William L. Marose
ley; lot in Meadow Lane Subdivi- ce; three lots in Murray
Dale property in Calloway county,

ted
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Cancer in the Sun

TIMIS

Wall Street
Chatter

Skin Specialist Hates
Those Long Week Ends
BY GAY PAULEY
NEW YORK (UPI): The sunburn season is with usgood news for the sun-worshipping cult, bad news for
conscientious dermatologists like Dr. Janith Stewart Kice.
Bad news also for many a skin which, roasted to a deep
tan on beach, surfing, water skiing, rooftop or poolside
bathing, never again regains its elasticity.
The result of over and
surfing.
alledue exposure is more
ACS calk skin cancer
MMII the immediate sunthe most common of all canburn. k turns skin into
cers-and the most curable
whet I.ICice calls a "genif detected and treated in
embed prune." wrinkled
time. But why not prevent
and sosile long before its
the cancer with some sense
in the sun!
ACS preaches the sense
BUT THE results are
n
pamphlet form. lir.
mire dangerous than the
Kite, who is present of the
&image Dr Kies
Western Nassau County Di--It and her fraternity of skin
27epeeisikes know it means
4 ACS, preaches it
inereesed incidence of skin
in talks to groups, putting
diteer welich kills $ome
across the message wherMS persons per year. acever die finds listeners.
cordhm to the American
Cancer Society (ACSi. ACS
HER HUSBAND, Dr. Raysays that each year some
mond F. Smith, surgical
135,000 Americans develop
chief of Nassau County
.. skin cancer. and Dr. Klee
General Hospital, preaches
says the number is growing
likewise. He is president
because of the increase of
of the entire Nassau Countheisun cultists. and the in• cresse, too, in such outdoor
ty division of ACS. The
sports as water aiding and
husband-wife team lives in
•

in

Garden City, N. Y.
In an interview, Dr. Klee
commented that she "fairly
cried" when the government made official threeday holiday weekends no
matter on which day some
of the national holidays
fell. "I pray for rain on at
least one of any of our
three-day week ends," she
said, hoping that'd salvage
some skins from permanent
damage.
SHE ISN'T saying stay
completely Out of sight of
old Sol. but protect the skin
with a good sunray screening lotion or cream when
in it. She and her husband
are champion sailors, yet
because she does protect
her skin on the water, it
is unlined and young look-

NEW YORK UPI - "Neolithic is
ver certain in politics, °canopies or investments - but today
e degree of uncertainty is 'peter than mug," says Wright
Investors' Service. There Islas
likelihood a redly surging bull
market is getting underway than
that the market will continue to
"bump along" at or near the
present low level of the Dow
Jones industrial "blue chips,"
the firm adds. The prices of
secondary issues probably wiU
continue to erode, it adds.
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Eighteen Inducted
Into National Honor
Society,Murray High

The Murray High School chap- a-nd Mrs. Robert Bucldneam;
ter of the National Honor society (2) Steve Compton, son of Mr.
inducted eighteen members of the and Mrs. Jotui Compton;(3) Lee
1969 Senior class this week in a Crites, son of Mr. and Mrs.T.S.
very impressive ceremony with Crites;(4) Debbie Edmonds,dauDan Miller presiding.
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy EdThose selected on the basis monds; (5) Ronnie Goode, son of
of scholarship, character, lead- Mr. and Mrs. Ken Goode.
ership and service includes. (1)
Others are (6) Debbie Jones,
The market's improvement in David Buckingham, son of Mr. daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Alvin
the last few sessions stemmed
Jones;(7) Donna Jones, daughter
partly from the desire to be in
of Dr. and Mrs. Donald Jones;
some form of invested position
(8) Kathy Lockhart, daughter of
should a breakthrough in the
Mr. and Mrs. Euel Lockhart;
Paris talks actually occur, Bac(9) Deborah Mabry, daughter 01
he & Co. notes. However, the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mabry;
firm says, the market probably
(10) Mary Matarazso, daughter
would have moved sharply highof Dr. and Mrs. S. M.
er anyway, based on a revival
The list a.ontinues with Bill
jilt
of inflationary psychology, a conasked her what really
Pasco, son orMr. and Mrs. John
is sense in the sun. "That,"
vincing performance by the marPasco; (12) Esabelle Ray, daughshe said. "is like asking
ket in resisting downside presster of Mr. and Mrs. Crawford
what's a small amount of
ure and the possibility of "only By PATRICIA MCCORMACK
Ray;(13) Kathy Rowlett, daughter
alcohol. It actually depends
a shallow economic response to
of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Rowlett;
on the individual skin.
NEW YORK UPI - If a child (14) Don Shelton, son of
the measures of fiscal and moneMr. and
Some blond and red-haired,
tary restraint already adminis- of your acquaintance, takes up Mrs. Don Shelton;
(15) Debbie
fair-slunnea and blue-eyed
tered."
narcotics, understand that the Steele, daughter of Mr. and Mn.
types can't take more than
youngster needs help,
Clyde Steele;(16) Darlene Stuart,
a minute or two. Dark com. "Try to understand what's bo- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
thering her and try to help," Stuart; (17) Jennifer Trotter
plexioned people can take
, daThe long sidewise move in the says the doctor in "Love of ughter of Mr. and Mrs.
more sun, but I get a lot of
Johh
Industrial average since mid. Life," one of the televised dra- Trotter and (18) Ernie
patients who've forgotten to
Williams
February, despite a "wide assor- mas on the agony express - soap son of Mr. and Mrs.
protect eara,• eyelids, lips.
Wayne
tment
operas.
adversi
of
"I see so many women,"
ties," couldproWilliams.
she continued. "beautifully.
Advice about dope, kidnaperi, Mrs. Charles Hoke(Anne Wrave to be a broad base for a
miffed, beautifully gowned,
market rally "on any really fav- triangles, out of wedlock births ther Hoke) spoke to the
audience
beautifully jewelled. Unfororable development such as pea- and the gamut of human vices, on how to become the
person
tunately, they look great
ce in Vietnam," Goothody & virtues and torments come in they would like to be. Mrs.
Hoke
only from behind."
Co. says. However, investors large doses via the TV screen brought out three importa
nt idewould be unwise to underestim- Monday through Friday from late as: 1, be enthusiastic,
Ry Mr& W. P. WiLLIAMS
2. try
Om%
ate the eventual effectiveness In the morning until late after- some goodness; and 3.find
somenoon.
In writing of the flowering obtained from any
of the various fiscal and monething that needs to be done and
nursery and
Dam lad week, thaw is ens I is a beautiful addition
tary restraints being applied to
start thing. She urged the audto any by United Press International
Odell mention *died* act garden.
cool the economy, the firm adds.
Sock 1L_To Ti-M•ience to "love life and it will
Today
is Saturday, May 3, the
lje left out.
Vie you right back." She also
Many of us have Easter
123rd day of 1969 with 242 to
As American as apple pie, the said we "should stop
It is the Koeireuilla, popularly Oven to us on that day.
gripping
follow.
operas sock it to the viewer and start moving."
known as the "Odden Rain" bloesoms have faded, so rem
The moon is between the full
Vietnam is the "first and most through anything but rosecolored
Dee. It it a graceful tree with the bulbs from the pot and set phase
Murray High
alumni, also
and last quarter.
important pressure" in this era, glasses.
Dry branches.
members of National Honor Socout in a spot to good greund. The morning stars
are
Venus,
I watched the batch of offerings iety presented pins to the
the Janeway Service points out,
" It in just now putting out its Place a handful of
newlysand Mars and Saturn.
adding that discontent is increas- on the sob express theother day- elected members.
arst fern like leaves Than late in underneath for drainage and
The evening stars are Mercuing because the war shows little and wow. Please pass the icepack
June come the big sprays of cover a little deeper than it was ry and Jupiter.
sign of ending. "The flurry of If I'm to add worries of all these
golden
yellow
In the pot, about five or six
On this day in history:
peace talk
Sometimes the.. panicles are Inches. Next spring it will grove In 1865. President
her business and putting his miswhich set the bond plots to my own.
Abraham market
Consider plots portrayed dur- tress on the payroll for $250
and.the stock market into
fifteen inches across. They ste and bloom, although it will be,J..incoln's body arrived
in literalminded rallies, is turning ing my review of one day's offer- a week.
fragrant and when the petals fall later in the season.
i-Springfield, Ill, from Washing- Doctor to judge as they both
to the pound, they make a
I have planted some each year
Into an irritated reaction," the ings:
Youngster strung out on dope play chess: "I hope Ellen is
limpet of pure gold and you can for about the last four or five
In 1939, Japanese bombers m says.
laughs at dad who„asks her to right, never having told her son
sadly see why the Chinese pre years and they have continued raided Chungking. China. settThe Nautilus, first atomicplease think of her Mother.Same that she's his mother." His chess
It the name,"Rain Ti..."
each year to make a beautiful ing fire to the heavily cotigestJames Buchanan was the only
dad left the mother of that child, partner says • "Let the past powered submarine. was launchspot. They are left in the ground ed downtown area.
ed Jan. 21, 1954, at Groton, President who was unmarried
his wife, when child was one bury itself."
In 1965, an earthquake in
•
the year round.
while in office.
year old.
Most opera characters are Conn.
The Easter lily is usually the San Salvador killed 43 persons
• * •
A
*0
man
looks
•
yr
helpless ,trapp- lawyers , doctors or high manMadonna lily, and the pure and injured 300 others.
ed in a plot alleging he tried to agerial sorts who live in homes
Last year the United States
whitened and waxey texture is
The
Apollo 8 moon crew
F. W. Woolworth opened his
murder his wife, a person he far removed from the developunsurpassed. This is a wonderful and North Vietnam agreed to
first five-and-dime store Feb. 22. traveled 24,695 miles per hour
was
about
to
begin
divorce
ment
(E.astin
formal
.
type
Trappe
sail
talks
or
Pram Pse• Owe)
d
in Paris.
typical apartment. 1879, in Utica,
way to have a memory garden
fastest manilas ever flown.
N.Y.
by his son.
Expensive places otter are mar-,
with each lily reminding you of • A thought for the day - three
two
to
favor
in
A
leading lawyer tries to ble. There are other splendid
that the
Christopher Morley said, -If
someone's thoughtfulnees.
you have to keep reminding twelve cents tax discussed was contact mob holding daughter furnishings.
A wonderful Lint of prizes is
yourself of a thing, perhaps it a dead issue as of now The five captive. If he goes to police mob
Women soldom are in houseoffered at the Paris-Henry isn't
member County Board voted to will, squeal about him in a ruin- dresses
so."
or have hair in curlers,
County Rose Show. Mr. Carl
support the majority vote of ous manner, This story
also So how do the viewers identify":
Snow can rive you any
the school board.
involves a maid who sits in hotel At commercial time, ma'am,
Information about it, so plan to
Superintendents, Schultz and lobbies to find the
lawyer with
enter a blossom.
Jeffrey, both said that they are his mistress at an
indecent hour.
working on the answers to the
Kneireutie
Out and In
questions that were run in the
Handsome Young Lover
MAYFI
ELD,
Ky.,
May
2 - advertisement in the Ledger &
But the show is stM not over,
MADRID (UPI) - More
Simon
J.
Bell,
85, Mayfield Rt. Times on Friday, April
for the seed pods as they mature
18, by - A handsome young lover
than 75,000 Spaniards emigrated
4, died at 9:30 a.m. Friday at the Callowa
who
change color becoming tan or Pole Tax
y County For Better is about to
feel the hand of the in 1968, but there were nearly
Fuller-Gilliam Hospital.
copper-red. They are wonderful
Education Committee.
PITTSBURGH (UPI) - The
Mr.
Bell
is
survive
d by a son, - The answers to these quest- law after marrying an elderly 100,000 homecomers, according
In fall arrangements.
rich widow, getting control of to government figures.
1 tax has been outlawed as a Hubert Bell of Benton; two ions, concern
When the cooler temperatures
ing the proposed
come, they put on the third act requirement for voting. but the brothers, Clyde Bell of Kirkse5 tax issue and the merger, will
Rt. 2 and Guy Bell of Mayfield; be made available to the public
of the show, as the leaves turn a pole tax is still around.
Neville Twp.. a Pittsburgh three grandchildren and five as soon as possible.
brilliant yellow and bronze.
doubled its 40-year- great-grandchildren.
Ray Broach presided at the
It is a well shaped tree mid is suburb. has
utility poles in the
on
levy
old
Funeral services will bq belt meeting. A good attendance was
hardy, not requiring any spedid
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
to 50 cents Sunday at 2 p.m. at Collier Fu- reported.
soil. There is a community in borough from 25
each. TI -.township says this neral Chapel in Benton with the
Persons
are urged to attend
Indiana which
has saved will increase revenue from $17.
Rev. Cecil Bellew officiating. any public meetings held conavenues
lined
CHARLESTON, S.C. - T.e Rev. Ralph Abernathy,
with
these to $354) a year. There are som Burial
will be in Clark's River cerning the issues to learn more head of
handsome
trees.
It
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference,
can TOO telephone and electric
about
the
Cemeter
tax
issue
y.
and
merger. paying a compl
eventually reach 30 to 40 feet but
iment after his release from jail for leadTwp.
Neville
in
„Friends may call at the funerremains a shapely tree. It can be
ing a picket line:
•• •
al line.
"It was my 24th time having been jailed and
the
Bourbon Lore
Charleston County Jail was one of the cleane
st rye
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) been in."
Bourbon 'whiskey got its name
1101300W - Russian book of cocktail recipes,
from Bourbon Citunty, which
warnwas once the name given the ing that even those unfamiliar mixed drinks are danger
Kentucky territory belonging to ous:
Virginia.
"A mixture, taken in horse-draught quantit
ies, Still
Early
arty sett n found that corn Will ensure a headache."
would prod e more whiskey
per acre tah rye or barley and
LONDON -Government whip Robert Mellis
h, denythat th area's limestone water ing there Is
an.y_substance to rumors of a plot to oust
was good for taking acid out Prime
heinfeter Harold Wilson:
of the fermenting mash.
"There is nothing uncommon in so-call
ed plotting.
•• *
It has gone -on from time immemorial in the
Palace of
Westminster. But plots become worth
talking about only
Patience, Girls
if there is any possibility in them."
BONN (UPI)-There 'will be
LOS ANGELES - Judy
almost enough men to go around
Keith, telling rein West Germany by the end of porters her husband, ac
n Keith, told her by
Front disc brakes I F ulty padded bucket seats.
telephone he was getting a divorce:
thia century.
heater/defroster. roll up windows. tech.
tonneau Even an electric clock and radio!
"I was shocked.,"
By.- the year 2000, tha Federal
A total of 27 items worth S300-all standard!
Government predicts in a
•esc.• mess on monvilectwors supersied rot& P.C•
gional planning forecast, there
a down 100 N I•10nth.y pw.v.nt, end mcluds•
IFi :/ernott•qt. Iledurftler•ry nand1,41
will be about 1,000 men
chafe*. Sokol
for,
even, 1,200 women.
Because of,. thit high rate a
isoldies deaths'duaing World War
1205 Chestnut Street
II. there' • are 1,000 'men
for vVery I.1(gfr women.
• a•
WORLIVS,LARGESJ POTATO PATCH -With a growing area two-thirds the
size of Manhattan Island. N.Y
Y. more than 10,000 acres of Oregon desert has ..been
MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO
for your Drug, Prescriphon
ONE
converted into
CIVIC.
the world's
DATSUN

Soap Opera
Plots Are
Different

Down the

arden Path

Almanac

ELEMENTARY.
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S. J. Bell, 85,
Dies In Mayfield

uotes From The News

•

•

The Freedom Finder135 hp and $300
worth of extras, too!

ANNOUNCING MONDAY

SCOTT 11$11G

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

IN

largest potato patch The Skyline Faxms produce
d 300 million pounds of
spuds in the first year of operatkr. Huge General
Electric snotors power gigantic pumps
which push 75.000 gallons of water a
minute from the Snake end Malheur Rivers
through 35 miles of underground pipe to feed
20^ miles of sprinkler

One person was cited by
Murray Police Department
Friday The eitatieo
public drunkenness. wo"
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SPORTS CAR 2000
AT YOUR NEARBY DEALER'

and Sundry Needs

Open 12:00 a.m.' till 6:00 p.m.

LASSITERcg McK1NNEY DATSIJN, INC.
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753-7114
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